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Abstract
2-Dimensional materials are of great interest because of novel and intriguing properties that emerge at the monolayer limit in comparison to bulk materials. To that end, this thesis is split into the study of two different 2-dimensional materials in the realm of nanophotonics. First, graphene is utilized for both passivating the surface of metallic nanoparticles from oxidation and as a platform for functionalization and integration into specific molecule sensing. The nanoparticles act as plasmonic nanoantennas, enhancing the electric field near the surface of the antenna. It is shown that graphene-encapsulated silver nanoantennas are oxidation resistant and optically stable over a 30 day period. The performance of the graphene-passivated silver nanoantennas outpaces that of the traditional material, gold, by ~60% in sensing bulk index changes in the range of $n = 1.40 - 1.45$. Graphene encapsulation can be extended to other plasmonic metals such as aluminum and copper, as well as fully integrate graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas into biomolecular sensing devices. The second topic of this thesis is to study and enhance the luminescence of molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), a 2-dimensional semiconductor. Atomic layer deposition of SiO2 was used to encapsulate and the effectively etch a layer of bilayer MoS2 through reactive processes, which result in a chemically-doped MoS2 monolayer with enhanced luminescence properties. This new enhanced layer is two orders of magnitude more luminescent than the original material and one order of magnitude over that of an exfoliated monolayer. By coupling the enhanced MoS2 to an optical microdisk cavity, highly narrow emission can be produced from the original, broad luminescence. These sharp peaks can be utilized in biomolecule sensing through functionalization of the MoS2 layer. The effects of high-intensity optical pumping of the MoS2 in these microdisk cavities are also studied. Heat generation from non-radiative recombination causes thermally enabled oxidation of the optical material. This effect is shown to be not limited to MoS2, but affects WSe2 as well. This effect is shown to be minimized through the use of pulsed excitation, and the luminescence from high Q-factor microdisks was investigated using high-fluence femtosecond optical pulses.
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ABSTRACT

NANOPHOTONICS OF 2-DIMENSIONAL MATERIALS

Jason C Reed

Ertugrul Cubukcu

2-Dimensional materials are of great interest because of novel and intriguing properties that emerge at the monolayer limit in comparison to bulk materials. To that end, this thesis is split into the study of two different 2-dimensional materials in the realm of nanophotonics. First, graphene is utilized for both passivating the surface of metallic nanoparticles from oxidation and as a platform for functionalization and integration into specific molecule sensing. The nanoparticles act as plasmonic nanoantennas, enhancing the electric field near the surface of the antenna. It is shown that graphene-encapsulated silver nanoantennas are oxidation resistant and optically stable over a 30 day period. The performance of the graphene-passivated silver nanoantennas outpaces that of the traditional material, gold, by ~60% in sensing bulk index changes in the range of $n = 1.40-1.45$. Graphene encapsulation can be extended to other plasmonic metals such as aluminum and copper, as well as fully integrate graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas into biomolecular sensing devices. The second topic of this thesis is to study and enhance the luminescence of molybdenum disulfide (MoS$_2$), a 2-dimensional semiconductor. Atomic layer deposition of SiO$_2$ was used to encapsulate and the effectively etch a layer of bilayer MoS$_2$ through reactive processes, which result in a chemically-doped MoS$_2$ monolayer with enhanced luminescence properties. This new enhanced layer is two orders of magnitude more luminescent than the original material and one order of magnitude over that of an exfoliated monolayer. By coupling the enhanced MoS$_2$ to an
optical microdisk cavity, highly narrow emission can be produced from the original, broad luminescence. These sharp peaks can be utilized in biomolecule sensing through functionalization of the MoS$_2$ layer. The effects of high-intensity optical pumping of the MoS$_2$ in these microdisk cavities are also studied. Heat generation from non-radiative recombination causes thermally enabled oxidation of the optical material. This effect is shown to be not limited to MoS$_2$, but affects WSe$_2$ as well. This effect is shown to be minimized through the use of pulsed excitation, and the luminescence from high $Q$-factor microdisks was investigated using high-fluence femtosecond optical pulses.
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Figure 5.10 Magnified view of the optical spectra of presented in Figure 5.9b taken with a higher resolution diffraction grating showing the peak splitting that occurs with the high-$Q$ cavity modes.

Figure 5.11 (a) Cavity-mode emission spectra of a 10 μm radius disk at different excitation power levels (in mW). Linear (a,d) and log-scale (c,e) measurement of the intensity vs pump power of the 675.9 nm and 763.6 nm resonant modes, respectively.

Figure 5.12 (a) Total emission and (b) emission normalized to the spectrum at 0.016 nJ pulse energy at an 8 MHz pulse repetition rate.

Figure 5.13 (a) Total emission and (b) emission normalized to the spectrum at 0.017 nJ pulse energy at an 800 kHz pulse repetition rate.

Figure 5.14 (a) Total emission and (b) emission normalized to the spectrum at 0.06 nJ pulse energy at an 80 kHz pulse repetition rate.

Figure 5.15 Integrated intensity of emission from notch plotted against pulse power for repetition rates of 80 kHz and 8 MHz.

Figure 5.16 Emission spectra from notch for varying pulse power at repetition rates of (a) 8 MHz and (b) 800 kHz. Intensity of peak at (c) $\lambda = 759$ nm and (d) $\lambda = 847$ nm as incident pulse power is varied for both repetition rates of 8 MHz and 800 kHz.

Figure 5.17 Spectrum taken from the notch of a different $r = 10$ μm microdisk using a pulse power of 0.25 nJ at a repetition rate of 800 kHz.
CHAPTER 1: Introduction and Background

1.1 Introduction and Outline

This dissertation is separated into five chapters and two appendices. CHAPTER 1, the current chapter, will discuss the background in the topics of LSPR in metals, graphene, WGM optical cavities, and 2D TMDCs. These topics serve as the basis behind the work presented in the proceeding chapters. CHAPTER 2 discusses work in top-down fabrication of Ag nanonantennas passivated and enabled by monolayer graphene. These nanoantennas are shown to be chemically stable and retain excellent optical properties. The next two chapters discuss work involving 2D TMDC materials and optical cavities. CHAPTER 3 reports on fabrication of microdisk optical cavities with chemically enhanced, atomically thin MoS$_2$ layers. The tunable cavity-coupled emission can reach quality factors of $\sim$900. CHAPTER 4 investigates the photothermal effects of optical pumping in a microdisk cavity. Material degradation of the MoS$_2$, as well as WSe$_2$, is observed, modeled, and ultimately mitigated through pulsed optical excitation. CHAPTER 5 and its subchapters delineate preliminary work for possible extensions for the preceding three chapters, with each subchapter comprising a different set of preliminary data for each extension. APPENDIX A is a list of relevant journal publications either directly or indirectly a result of the work presented in this dissertation. APPENDIX B is a catalog of large radius microdisk samples that were fabricated, characterized, and otherwise studied in Section 5.4.
1.2 Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) in Metals

Metal nanoparticles have fascinating properties at the nanoscale. Surface plasmons are collective oscillations of the conduction electrons in a metal in response to an electromagnetic (EM) field. Because of the small size of nanoparticles, these surface plasmons can be localized, causing resonances in the optical properties of the particles as well as local near-field electric field enhancements. These properties, their potential applications, and the advances in nanotechnology have made plasmonics a topic of intense study.

The fundamental relationships governing electrodynamics are given by Maxwell’s equations:

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{D} = \rho \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)
\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{H} = \mathbf{j} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}}{\partial t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

in their “macroscopic” form. \( \mathbf{E} \) is the electric field, \( \mathbf{D} \) is the electric displacement field, \( \mathbf{B} \) is the magnetic flux density, \( \mathbf{H} \) is the magnetic field intensity, \( \rho \) is the free charge density, and \( \mathbf{j} \) is the free current density. Replacing \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \mathbf{D} \) in equations (3) and (4), respectively, and assuming no charge and current densities, the relationships are now:

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\mu_0 \mu_r \frac{\partial \mathbf{H}}{\partial t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)
\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{H} = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \frac{\partial E}{\partial t} \]  

(6)

where \( \mu_0 \) is the permeability of free space, \( \mu_r \) is the relative permeability, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space, and \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity. Taking the curl of equation (5) and plugging in the curl of \( \mathbf{H} \) from equation (6) gives the wave equation:

\[ \nabla \times (\nabla \times \mathbf{E}) = -\mu_0 \mu_r \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial t^2} = \nabla^2 \mathbf{E} \]  

(7)

with a form of:

\[ \mathbf{E}(z, t) = E_0 e^{i(kz - \omega t)}; \quad k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \]  

(8)

where the wave is propagating in the z-direction, \( k \) is the wave vector, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, and \( E_0 \) is the amplitude of the wave.

For bulk metals with free electrons, the oscillation of the electrons in response to an applied field can be modeled as a Lorentz dipole. The displacement in the x-direction of an electron oscillation from an x-polarized electromagnetic wave is calculated by:

\[ m_0 \frac{d^2 x}{dt^2} + m_0 \gamma \frac{dx}{dt} = -e \mathbf{E}(z, t) \]  

(9)

where \( m_0 \) is the electron mass and \( \gamma \) is the frictional damping. The solutions are of the form:

\[ x = x_0 e^{-i\omega t} \]  

(10)

and leads to displacement:
The total polarization, $P$, of the electron cloud also depends on the number of electrons, $N$, as well as the charge of the electrons, $e$:

$$P = -Nex$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

The polarization can then be related to the electric field and the electric displacement field by the following:

$$D = \varepsilon_r\varepsilon_0E = \varepsilon_0E + P$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where the permittivity is a function of frequency and can be separated into its real and imaginary components, $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$, respectively.

$$\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_0\varepsilon_r(\omega) = \varepsilon_1(\omega) + i\varepsilon_2(\omega)$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

Finally, combining equations (11), (12) and (13), an expression for the relative permittivity for metals is derived:

$$\varepsilon_r(\omega) = 1 - \frac{Ne^2}{\varepsilon_0m_0(\omega^2 + i\gamma\omega)} = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2}; \omega_p = \left(\frac{Ne^2}{\varepsilon_0m_0}\right)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

where $\omega_p$ is the plasma frequency. For frequencies near the visible regime, the damping $\gamma \approx 0.2$. Since $\mu_r = 1$ at optical frequencies, the index of refraction, $n$, is simply:

$$n = \sqrt{\varepsilon_r\mu_r} = \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$
This means that for frequencies below the plasma frequency, $n$ is imaginary and any incident light is reflected. When the frequency is above the plasmon frequency, $n$ is real and incident light passes through the metal.\(^3\)

Figure 1.1 Schematic of the displacement of the free electron cloud in a metal nanosphere relative to the ion core. Reproduced from Ref.\(^4\)

For metal nanoparticles, an incident electromagnetic (EM) field can cause coherent oscillations of the plasma of conduction electrons. These oscillations cause displacements of the electron cloud with respect to the nuclei of the metal nanoparticle, creating a dipole with a Coulombic restoring force. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the displaced electron cloud for a plasmon oscillation. Using the quasistatic approximation, which assumes that the size of the particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the EM wave, the external electric field can be taken as a constant, and, therefore, the dipole approximation is valid.\(^5\) For a sphere of radius ‘$a$’, the dipole moment is related to the incident electric field by the polarizability, $\alpha$:

$$\alpha = g_d a^3$$  \hfill (17)
\[ g_d = \frac{\varepsilon_m - \varepsilon_d}{\varepsilon_m + 2\varepsilon_d} \]  

(18)

where \( \varepsilon_m \) is the permittivity of the metal and \( \varepsilon_d \) is the permittivity of the surrounding medium. The resulting extinction and scattering efficiencies are given as:

\[ Q_{\text{ext}} = 4\pi \Im(g_d) \]  

(19)

\[ Q_{\text{sca}} = \frac{8}{3} \hat{\chi}^4 |g_d|^2 \]  

(20)

where,

\[ \hat{\chi} = \frac{2\pi \sqrt{\varepsilon_d}}{\lambda} \]  

(21)

There exists a resonance at the pole of equations (18)-(20) when:

\[ \text{Re}[\varepsilon_m(\omega)] = -2\varepsilon_d \]  

(22)

known as the Fröhlich condition.\(^6\) This resonance is known as the localized surface plasmon resonance, or LSPR, causing enhanced extinction around the resonance wavelength and electric field amplification within the near-field of the particle.

In order to explore the effects of particle size on the resonance, one must consider the modified long wavelength approximation.\(^5\) For particles large enough to fall outside of the quasistatic regime, one must consider the radiative correction field, \( E_{\text{rad}} \), where:

\[ P = \alpha[E + E_{\text{rad}}] \]  

(23)

\[ E_{\text{rad}} = \frac{2}{3} ik^{3}P + \frac{k^{2}}{a}P \]  

(24)
The radiative correction field is composed of two terms. The first term in equation (24) is from radiative damping caused by spontaneous radiation by the dipole. The second term is from depolarization; as the size of the metal nanoparticle is large enough that the electric field can no longer be considered constant. These effects influence the polarizability by a factor, F:

\[ F = \left( 1 - \frac{2}{3} k^3 \alpha - \frac{k^2}{a} \alpha \right)^{-1} \]  

\[ P = \alpha FE \]  

\[ \alpha F = \alpha_{size} = \frac{a^3(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_0)}{3\varepsilon_0 + (\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_0)[1 - \frac{2}{3}(ka)^3 i - (ka)^2]} \]  

wherein the resonance condition is now a function of the particle size, but reduces to the Fröhlich condition for small values of \( ka \).

In addition to the effects of particle size, the effect of geometry, composition and dielectric environment on the optical properties of the particles have also been experimentally determined by the works of Van Duyne et al.\textsuperscript{7-12} Although these works addressed nanoparticle arrays, they did not address the coupling between the individual nanoparticles in the array. There are two main effects of inter-particle coupling on the optical properties of nanoparticle arrays: resonance energy or wavelength and bandwidth (FWHM). A semi-analytical model showed that the retarded dipole sum of all the nanoparticle interactions contains both real and imaginary portions. The dipole sum, \( S \), is:

\[ S = \sum_{dipole} e^{ikr} \left[ \frac{(1 - ikr)(3\cos^2\theta - 1)}{r^3} + \frac{k^2\sin^2\theta}{r} \right] \]
where, \( r \) is the distance between two dipoles and \( \theta \) is the angle between dipoles. The real portion determines the resonance wavelength of the nanoparticle arrays, and the imaginary portion gives rise to the bandwidth. The bandwidth or damping rate, \( \Gamma \), is related to the plasmon dephasing time, often denoted as \( T_2 \), by the relationship:

\[
\Gamma = \frac{2\hbar}{T_2}
\]  

(29)

where \( \hbar \) is the reduced Plank or Dirac constant. This is related to the plasmon decay time or plasmon lifetime, \( \tau_{pl} \) by the simple relation:

\[
T_2 = 2\tau_{pl}
\]  

(30)

Both the time domain dephasing time and the frequency domain bandwidth are manifestations of the plasmon damping. This damping is caused by two effects: radiative decay of the plasmons into photons and non-radiative absorption processes. Thus, the slower the plasmon decay time, the smaller the bandwidth, and the better for plasmonics applications. Another phenomenon that occurs when observing the optical properties of nanoparticle arrays arises from periodicity of the array itself. For particle arrays, coherent scattering of the light that is propagated into the plane of the nanoparticles can exhibit multiple scattering by the periodic particles. These grating effects can modify the homogeneously-derived spectral bandwidth, \( \Gamma \), making it no longer only a function of the dephasing time \( T_2 \).

For plasmonic applications, an abundance of free electrons is of high importance. This is essential in the electric polarization in response to an applied electromagnetic
field, as seen in equations (12) & (13), and is governed by the electrical permittivity, $\varepsilon$, given by equation (14). The real portion, $\varepsilon_1$, is indicative of the strength of the polarization of a material, and the imaginary portion, $\varepsilon_2$, gives the loss associated with the polarization. Additionally, the quality factor, $Q$, is a unitless quantity which is often defined as:

$$Q = \frac{\lambda_{res}}{\Gamma}$$

(31)

where $\lambda_{res}$ is the resonance frequency, and $\Gamma$ is the bandwidth of the resonance. For a localized surface plasmon resonance, the quality factor represents a ratio of the enhanced local electric field to the total incident field. This quantity depends highly on the shape of the nanoparticle and is given by:

$$Q_{LSPR,Sphere}(\omega) = \frac{-\varepsilon_1(\omega)}{\varepsilon_2(\omega)}$$

(32)

$$Q_{LSPR,Oblate Spherooid}(\omega) = \frac{\varepsilon_1(\omega)^2}{\varepsilon_2(\omega)}$$

(33)

where the higher aspect ratio particle can potentially yield higher quality factors because of the “lightning rod effect” and is more highly dependent on the value of the real component of the permittivity. Thus, for plasmonic applications, a suitable material needs to have a negative $\varepsilon_1$ by the Fröhlich condition in equation (22), but also small $\varepsilon_2$ to minimize losses as seen in equations (32) & (33). Metals are often the material of choice for plasmonic applications because of their abundance of free electrons and large negative real permittivity in the visible and telecommunication wavelength regimes. This
can be seen in Figure 1.2, for a variety of metals used in plasmonic applications in the visible and near-IR regimes.

All of these metals have very large negative real permittivities and various values for the imaginary permittivity across the visible and near-IR spectrum. We can see that for the visible regime, silver has very low loss, leading to superior plasmonic properties. Aluminum is ideal for plasmonics in the UV regime, but has large losses in the visible. Gold and copper, have relatively high losses at round 500 and 600 nm, respectively, from losses attributed to interband transitions. These losses occur when electrons jump to higher, unoccupied energy levels through photon absorption. Despite these losses and relative inferiority to silver, gold is most often used in plasmonic applications as the active material. This is because optical performance and lower material cost are traded for chemical stability.

Figure 1.2 (a) Real, denoted $\varepsilon_1$, and (b) imaginary permittivity, denoted $\varepsilon_2$, for Al, Cu, Au and Ag. Reproduced from Ref. 21
Since LSPRs rely upon the interface between the metal and dielectric, the quality of the metal surface is of great importance. Silver tarnishes and forms Ag₂S on the surface from sulfur-containing gasses in air. Copper reacts with oxygen and forms a non-passivating oxide on the surface. Aluminum forms a thin layer of oxide almost immediately upon exposure to air, but can be thin and self-limiting. These dielectric layers alter the plasmonic properties of the metallic nanoparticles through increased surface roughness and scattering as well as increasing the losses seen by the nanoparticles. Gold is the only plasmonic material that is free of these issues in the long term.

1.3 Graphene

Graphene is the ubiquitous single layer of carbon atoms with sub-nanometer thickness. It had been theorized and concluded that graphene was not thermodynamically stable as a monolayer.²²,²³ The prevailing theory was that the thermal fluctuations of a 2-dimensional (2D) material would be on the order of the interatomic spacing of the graphene structure itself. Combined with the experimental evidence showing decreasing melting temperatures of thin films approaching the atomic limit, this gave rise to the belief that a flat graphene sheet would lead to lower energy configurations of curved carbon materials.²⁴ The only existence of 2D materials could form from epitaxial growth on an existing substrate with matched lattices.²⁵

History, has proven otherwise in terms of the possibility of these 2D materials, more specifically graphene. The first experimental realization came in 2004 by Novoselov and Geim.²⁶ Using highly-crystalline graphite and “mechanically exfoliation”
using adhesive tape, they were able to prove the existence of graphene by repeatedly cleaving bulk crystals in half normal to the weakly bonded c-axis. The resulting monolayer sheet has a hexagonal, honeycomb-like structure with each carbon having $120^\circ$ sp$^2$ hybridized bonds to three other carbon atoms. Figure 1.3 shows the structure of graphene and the basis it serves for forming other dimensional structures, such as buckyballs, carbon nanotubes, and back to graphite. Graphene also has delocalized $\pi$-bonds in the c-axis, which gives rise to interesting thermal, mechanical and electrical properties.

**Figure 1.3** A graphene sheet with 2D honeycomb-like lattice can serve as the basis for wrapping into (0D) buckyballs, rolled into (1D) nanotubes, and stacked back into (3D) graphite. Reproduced from: 27

Identification and verification of the monolayer nature of graphene is of utmost importance given the layer-dependent properties as well as the aforementioned theories
against its existence. One of the first methods of identification was to use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to look at the step height between the substrate and the graphene thickness. It was relatively well known that the step height between graphite layers was 0.35 nm, but resolution of the monolayer on substrate was more difficult to achieve because of the differences in the AFM tip interactions between insulating substrates and conductive graphene. Because of this, reported values for the height of monolayer graphene sheets were on the order of 0.5 to 1 nm. The first sub-0.5 nm measurement of the thickness of graphene came from monolayer flakes that had folded over upon itself during the mechanical exfoliation process. These led to AFM measurements of ~0.4 nm because of the consistent tip interactions.

Optical methods of the identification for graphene proved to be the most used and reliable tools for quickly determining whether a flake is monolayer or not. Optical transmission measurements have shown that each monolayer of graphene absorbs about 2.3% of the incident light, leading to an equal decrease in the transmission. This has also been shown to scale linearly with an increasing number of graphene layers and can be seen in Figure 1.4a.
The most commonly used method for identification of graphene monolayers is Raman spectroscopy. The number of stacked layers is reflected in transitions in the characteristics in the Raman signatures differentiating between graphite and graphene. The two most prominent vibrational modes occur around 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2700 cm\(^{-1}\); these are referred to as the G and 2D peaks. For an excitation wavelength of 514 nm, representative Raman spectra for both graphene and graphite can be seen in Figure 1.4b. The G peak is present in all poly-aromatic hydrocarbons and is the result of bond stretching \(E_{2g}\) mode of sp\(^2\) hybridized atoms in both ring and chain conformations.\(^3\) The 2D peak is the second order D peak, which is characteristic of the \(A_{1g}\) breathing mode in the same sp\(^2\) hybridized atoms. The D peak, which is not Raman active in perfect crystalline samples, can be seen at edges, defects, and other symmetry breaking points.
and is located around 1350 cm\(^{-1}\). The 2D has also been referred to as the G’ peak as it was the next highest intensity peak in graphene samples and erroneously thought to be the second order G peak. A third feature located around 3250 cm\(^{-1}\) is the second order of the intra-valley D’ peak and consequently referred to as the 2D’ peak. While much more analysis can and has been done for these Raman modes,\(^{32,33}\) these characteristic modes are used in simple intensity ratio comparisons to identify graphene. For graphite, the 2D peak is 1/4 to 1/2 of the intensity of the G band. Graphene on the other hand, has a 2D peak intensity that is about 4 times greater than that of its G peak. Because of this relatively simple identification method, Raman spectroscopy has been the method of choice for quick and accurate graphene identification.

One of the most interesting properties of graphene is its unique electronic structure. Intrinsic graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor; its conduction and valence bands meet at what are known as Dirac points.\(^{34}\) This occurs at six different points along the momentum space, where the Fermi level \(E_F = 0\). Its linear energy dispersion is given by:

\[
E = \hbar \gamma k
\]

where \(k\) is the 2D carrier wave vector and \(\gamma\) is the Fermi velocity. In the intrinsic case, graphene has no free carriers. Under external gating voltage, the ambipolar nature of graphene’s linear electronic structure leads to free carriers depending on the polarity of the gate voltage. The carrier density, \(n\), from an external gate voltage is given by:

\[
n = \frac{\kappa \sqrt{V_g}}{4\pi t}
\]
where $V_g$ is the gate voltage, $\kappa_s$ is the dielectric constant of the substrate, and $t$ is the thickness of the substrate between the graphene and the external gate electrode. This gating process and introduction of free carriers ultimately changes the Fermi level of the graphene, changing what used to be a zero-bandgap material to one with a finite band gap. Figure 1.5 shows that increase in external gate voltage leads to decreased resistivity and changing of the Fermi level. A similar effect of bandgap engineering can be achieved using chemical doping to introduce impurity centers.\textsuperscript{35} This changes the intrinsic condition of the graphene and leads to higher conductivities and larger bandgaps at zero gate voltage.

![Ambipolar field effect of graphene, showing decreasing resistivity, $\rho$, with increasing magnitude of the gate voltage, $V_g$. The inset shows graphical representations of the Dirac cones and Fermi energy position as a function of positive and negative gate biases as well as the intrinsic case. Reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{36}](image)

**Figure 1.5** Ambipolar field effect of graphene, showing decreasing resistivity, $\rho$, with increasing magnitude of the gate voltage, $V_g$. The inset shows graphical representations of the Dirac cones and Fermi energy position as a function of positive and negative gate biases as well as the intrinsic case. Reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{36}

Mobility of the free carriers in graphene can be simply calculated by:

$$\mu = \frac{1}{nep}$$

(36)
where \( n \) is the carrier density, \( e \) the elementary charge, and \( \rho \) the sheet resistance of the graphene film. The highest reported mobility for graphene was reported by Bolotin et al. in 2008 at 200,000 cm\(^2\)/Vs at an electron density of \( \sim 2 \times 10^{11} \) cm\(^{-2}\).\(^{37}\) Such high mobilities were only able to be achieved by undercutting the underlying substrate to create a fully suspended graphene flake. Since mobility is limited by carrier scattering, eliminating the substrate also eliminates any substrate-related scattering phenomena. Thus, for suspended graphene, the intrinsic limit to mobility arises from electron-acoustic phonon scattering.\(^{38}\)

When confined to a substrate, namely SiO\(_2\), this mobility limit decreases to 40,000 cm\(^2\)/Vs from the interaction with the acoustic photons from the SiO\(_2\) layer. These large mobilities in graphene are a direct result of the very low defect densities in graphene exfoliated from high quality Kish graphite.\(^{39,40}\)

This high quality “honeycomb” carbon sheet lends itself to other important attributes as well. One of these attributes is the inability of most gas molecules to diffuse through or penetrate the graphene lattice. This was first observed in the work by Bunch et al.\(^{41}\) when creating suspended graphene membranes on top of an enclosed SiO\(_2\) cavity. They observed that when the graphene membranes were placed into an environment where there existed a pressure difference between the cavity and the environment, the membrane would bow outward or inward depending on the pressure differential. Simulations using density functional theory (DFT) have studied this effect and showed that because of the low defect density in graphene sheets, only hydrogen atoms can penetrate a pristine graphene sheet.\(^{42}\) DFT simulations showed that He atoms with kinetic energy of up to 18.6 eV are reflected by the graphene (Figure 1.6a-c). Similarly, this
phenomenon has been experimentally observed; bulk graphite and monolayer graphene sheets have the same permeability toward gaseous species and can be seen in Figure 1.6d. However, although hypothesized that only pristine, defect-free graphene, the aforementioned DFT calculations showed that defects do not automatically allow diffusion through the graphene structure. With increasing defect size, the energy barrier for penetration through the graphene decreases exponentially. This means that although pristine graphene is ideal for applications in which gas permeation should be limited; graphene with non-zero concentrations of defect densities can also be applicable.

![Figure 1.6](image)

**Figure 1.6** (a-c) A simulation using density functional theory (DFT) to show the reflection of a He atom with 18.6 eV of kinetic energy. Reproduced from Ref. 42 (d) Graph showing the permeability of different gas species through different thickness layers of graphite down to monolayer graphene. Reproduced from Ref. 41

Because of the myriad of interesting properties of monolayer graphene, there has been considerable interest in scalability. Thus, larger quantities of material needed to be
produced as an alternative to the traditional mechanical exfoliation techniques that low-yield, small-area monolayers. The most promising large area synthesis method is chemical vapor deposition (CVD). CVD methods rely upon deposition of carbon-based materials onto metal layers from a hydrocarbon source. This process has been well studied for reactive nickel surfaces but has traditionally yielded bulk graphite crystals. By reducing the thickness of the nickel film to the 100s of nm scale and carefully tuning the growth parameters, continuous sheets of few-layer graphene were able to be grown.\textsuperscript{43,44} By changing the growth substrate from Ni to Cu, CVD growth of graphene has been able to produce consistent monolayers of material. Figure 1.7a-b show SEM images of graphene growth on the surface of copper foils with its poly-crystalline nature. The switch to a copper growth substrate changes the growth mechanic from precipitation of the carbon onto the nickel surface to surface-catalyzed segregation of the carbon on the copper surface.\textsuperscript{45} This not only allows for the facile growth of monolayers, but copper foils can be used to grow the monolayers without the need of a backing SiO\textsubscript{2}/Si wafer. Since the graphene films are transferred by etching away the underlying metal film, the absence of the backing wafer facilitates the transfer process. The transferred graphene films can be seen in Figure 1.7c-d.
Figure 1.7 (a) SEM and (b) high-resolution SEM images of graphene grown on Cu foils with (inset) TEM images of folded monolayer and bilayer graphene edges. (c-d) Images of transferred graphene films onto SiO$_2$/Si and glass substrates. Reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{45}

1.4 Whispering Gallery Mode Optical Microcavities

Optical microcavities are structures analogous to acoustic resonators such as tuning forks. In the case of the tuning forks, the shape of the fork determines the resonant acoustic mode. Similarly, in an optical microcavity, optical modes can be resonant depending on how the cavity is engineered. The simplest cavity design is the Fabry-Pérot cavity which consists of two parallel reflectors separated by a specified distance. The light is confined inside the cavity by the reflections of the mirrors. The resonance condition, where the light with the same phase returns to its starting point, is determined by the cavity
geometry and dimensions. For non-parallel cavities, this reflection is satisfied through total internal reflection through the surfaces of the cavity and the outside medium.

The free spectral range (FSR) is the frequency step between adjacent modes in the optical cavity. The FSR is the reciprocal to the length of time it takes to make one “round trip” through the cavity, $t_r$. It is given by the equation:

$$ FSR = \frac{c}{2n_r L_c} = \frac{1}{t_r} $$

(36)

where $n_r$ is the cavity mode index, $L_c$ is the round-trip length of the cavity, and $c$ is the speed of light.\(^{46}\) There are two ways to quantify the “quality” or efficiency of an optical cavity: finesse, $\mathcal{F}$, and quality factor, $Q$. These quantities are measured with respect to the bandwidth or FWHM, $\Gamma$ and related through the equations:

$$ \mathcal{F} = \frac{FSR}{\Gamma} $$

(37)

$$ Q = \frac{\nu}{FSR \mathcal{F}} = \frac{\nu}{\Gamma} $$

(38)

where $\nu$ is the resonant frequency. These values quantify the deviation from ideality as a perfect cavity would have discrete resonant frequencies with zero bandwidth. The finesse is a measure of how many FWHM bandwidths can fit between adjacent resonant modes.\(^{47}\) The quality factor is a measure of how much energy is stored within the cavity, or, conversely, the rate at which light energy leaks from the cavity.\(^{48}\)

An optical cavity can also enhance the emission rate of a two-state system by manipulation of the available density of states. When the two-state system is coupled to a
cavity, transitions that fall within the resonant frequencies of the optical cavity experience a higher density of states. The rate of transition is proportional to the density of states as stated by Fermi’s golden rule. Additionally, off-resonant frequencies of the cavity-coupled system can experience a density of states lower than that of the free-space case. Because of this, spontaneous emission at unwanted, non-resonant frequencies can be suppressed.\textsuperscript{49} The spontaneous emission enhancement factor, or Purcell factor, $P$, is given by:

\begin{equation}
    P = \frac{3}{4\pi^2} \left( \frac{\lambda}{n} \right)^3 \frac{Q}{V}
\end{equation}

where, $\lambda$ is the resonant wavelength, $n$ is the mode index, $Q$ is the quality factor of the resonant mode, and $V$ is the mode volume. To this end, a great deal of effort in engineering cavities with high quality factors and low mode volumes has been undertaken.

\textbf{Figure 1.8} Schematic of the spontaneous emission of a two-state system in (left) free space and (right) in a coupled cavity showing enhanced spontaneous emission rate. Reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{50}
For cavities with axial symmetry, the modes that form are known as whispering
gallery modes (WGMs). These are named after the famous acoustic modes that travel
around a “whispering gallery” type manner along the circumference of the dome-shaped
cathedral hall in St. Paul’s Cathedral. These WGMs are cylindrical in nature and are
optically circulated along the circumference of the cavity by total internal reflection.
Following the formalism of Gomilšek, we can solve for the eigenmodes and
eigenfrequencies for these WGMs in a cylindrical cavity. First, however, we must start
with the wave equation for a scalar or electromagnetic longitudinal wave. For a wave
with field amplitude of $u(\vec{r}, t)$,

$$\nabla^2 u - \frac{1}{c^2(\vec{r})} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = f(\vec{r}, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (40)

where $f(\vec{r}, t)$ is the complex wave field source, and $c^2(\vec{r})$ is phase velocity profile.
Separating variables, we get,

$$u(\vec{r}, t) = \psi_\zeta(\vec{r}) e^{-i\omega_\zeta t}, \text{Re}(\omega_\zeta) \geq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (41)

where $\zeta$ represents the indices of the mode numbers $(N, m)$. We can disregard the
imaginary portion of the frequency, $\omega_\zeta$, as solutions with imaginary frequency decay
exponentially. Combining equations (40) and (41) as well as identity $f(\vec{r}, t) \equiv 0$, results
in the Helmholtz equation:

$$\nabla^2 \psi_\zeta + \frac{\omega^2}{c^2(\vec{r})} \psi_\zeta = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)
In this equation, $\omega_\zeta^2$ represents the eigenmodes, and $\psi_\zeta(\vec{r})$ the eigenfunctions. In the case of a cylindrical cavity of radius $a$, a consequence of total internal reflection in a medium leads to $n = c_0/c_1$, where $c_0$ represents the speed of the wave outside the cavity, and $c_1$ the wave speed inside the cavity. This condition leads to two sets of the Helmholtz equation in equation (42):

$$\nabla^2 \psi_\zeta + k_{1,\zeta}^2 \psi_\zeta = 0 , \quad r < a$$

$$\nabla^2 \psi_\zeta + k_{0,\zeta}^2 \psi_\zeta = 0 , \quad r > a$$

to account for the two different wave speeds inside and outside the cavity. Here, the wavenumber, $k_{0,1,\zeta} = \omega_\zeta/c_{0,1}$. Next, we impose four boundary conditions:

1) $\psi_\zeta$ is finite everywhere.

2) No waves traveling from $r \to \infty$ to origin $r \to 0$.

3) $\psi_\zeta(\vec{r})$ is continuous at the cavity edge, $r = a$.

4) $\nabla \psi_\zeta(\vec{r})$ is continuous at the cavity edge, $r = a$.

From boundary conditions 1) and 2), as well as converting the wavefunctions into a cylindrical basis, the solutions come in the form of Bessel, $J_m$, and Hankel functions of the first kind, $H^{(1)}_m$:

$$\psi_\zeta(\vec{r}) = e^{imp} A_\zeta J_m(nk_{0,\zeta}r) , \quad r < a$$

$$\psi_\zeta(\vec{r}) = e^{imp} B_\zeta H^{(1)}_m(k_{0,\zeta}r) , \quad r > a$$

where $m$ is an integer. Boundary condition 3) then leads to:

$$\frac{B_\zeta}{A_\zeta} = \frac{J_m(nk_{0,\zeta}a)}{H^{(1)}_m(k_{0,\zeta}a)}$$

(47)
Then applying boundary condition 4) gives the characteristic equation:

$$\frac{J'_m(nk_0\xi a)}{J_m(nk_0\xi a)} = \frac{1}{n} \frac{H^{(1)}_m(k_0\xi a)}{H^{(1)}_m(k_0\xi a)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (48)$$

with the prime signifying ordinary differentiation. This characteristic equation can only be solved numerically with $\omega_\xi$ representing the eigenfrequency. Figure 1.9 shows the solutions to the characteristic equation for $m = 1$ and $m = 15$ and for $N = 1$-4. We can clearly see that increased azimuthal mode number $m$ leads to greater mode localization toward the radius of the cylinder as well as less leaking outside the cavity. The opposite is true with increasing radial mode number, $N$. Generally, only $N = 1$ mode solutions are referred to as WGMs.

**Figure 1.9** Eigenmode profiles for a cylindrical cavity for different mode numbers. Azimuthal mode number $m = 1$ for the top row and $m = 15$ for the bottom row. Radial mode increases from $N = 1$ in the leftmost column to $N = 4$ for the rightmost column. Reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{51}
The quality factor of the resonance in a WGM resonator consists of three different mechanisms: material absorption, surface scattering, and bending losses. The higher the magnitude of these losses, the smaller the resulting quality factor. This leads to a larger contribution to the limiting factor of the overall cavity quality. These components can contribute to the quality factor as follows:\(^{(49)}\)

\[
\frac{1}{Q} = \frac{1}{Q_{\text{mat}}} + \frac{1}{Q_{\text{scatt}}} + \frac{1}{Q_{\text{bend}}}
\]

\(Q_{\text{mat}}\) refers to the absorption of the circulating energy by the cavity material itself. For visible frequencies, many of the dielectric materials used in microcavity fabrication are extremely low loss, leading to very high material-based quality factors, and conversely, contributes very little to the limiting factor determining the overall quality of the cavity.\(^{(53)}\)

Similarly, losses from bending, \(Q_{\text{bend}}\), also do not contribute very much to the overall \(Q\). WGM cavities in the visible and near-IR frequencies tend to be on the order of several to hundreds of microns.\(^{(49,54,55)}\) Typically, bending losses do not become appreciable until cavities become sub-micron in radius.\(^{(56)}\) Thus, by far, the limiting factor for high-quality WGM cavities is the contribution from scattering and surface absorption. To this end, smooth cavity edges free of impurities are highly desired and have been achieved using various methods including fused silica microspheres,\(^{(57-61)}\) laser reflow micro-toroid cavities (Figure 1.10),\(^{(49,52,54,62)}\) and thermally annealed polymeric microdisk cavities.\(^{(63-65)}\)
Figure 1.10 SEM image of a micro-toroid optical cavity with $Q$ of $1.00 \times 10^8$. The inset shows the microdisk cavity before CO$_2$ laser reflow. Reproduced from Ref.66

1.5 2D Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are compounds that form with the chalcogen group of elements. The chalcogens are group VI elements with S, Se, and Te as the main constituent elements for forming the TMDCs. The chemical formula revolves around the template: MX$_2$, with X being the chalcogen and M being the transition metal. Figure 1.11 shows the list of transition metal elements that form layered chalcogenide compounds. Elements highlighted in groups 4-7 and 10 form the layered compounds, while group 9 as well as Ni only form some layered chalcogenides. The metals exist in their $+4$ oxidation state with the chalcogen in the complementary -2 state. The metal atoms form covalent bonds sandwiched between the chalcogen atoms to form the layered structure with relatively weak van der Waals bonds in-between layers. In total, there are around 40 candidate materials that fit this formula. The electronic characteristics of these materials can vary but generally fall within being semimetallic and semiconducting with a few candidates being superconducting. 59
Very much analogous to graphene and graphite, these layered crystalline materials with weak interlayer bonds can also be reduced to its monolayer form through the use of mechanical exfoliation. Other methods of chemical intercalation have also been used to form suspended sheets of monolayer material in solution, which can be cast into films on a substrate. While chemical intercalation can produce more monolayer material, this method, along with mechanical exfoliation, deposits flakes randomly on the surface of the target substrate and with varying thicknesses. Wide adoption of this material has come, like with graphene, with the development of chemical vapor deposition of single crystalline flakes of material on a substrate. These methods generally involve having the two precursors, usually an oxide of the transition metal and a source of the chalcogenide, heated in a tube furnace with a carrier gas that deposits the material as it flows over the surface of the substrate at elevated temperatures. Recently, it has
been shown that templating the surface of the target substrate with the transition metal precursor can direct growth of the TMDC flakes in specific areas and patterns. **Figure 1.12** shows the templated growth of MoS$_2$ flakes in the shape of letters. This can further facilitate large scale production and layer-on-layer fabrication of devices.\textsuperscript{65}

**Figure 1.12** (a) Optical image of templated growth of MoS$_2$ flakes. The scale bar is 100 $\mu$m. (b) a higher magnification image of the MoS$_2$ flakes in panel (a) with an (inset) AFM scan of one of the flakes showing a sub-nm flake height. Scale bar is 20 $\mu$m. Reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{65}

Of these materials, MoS$_2$, MoSe$_2$, WS$_2$ and WSe$_2$ have stood out as more interesting materials because of their layer-dependent properties. In the bulk, these four materials are indirect bandgap semiconductors. **Figure 1.13** shows the band structure for MoS$_2$ and WS$_2$ for both the bulk and monolayer cases.\textsuperscript{52} The DFT calculations show the conduction band (in green) as well as the valence band (in blue) for these four cases. As the number of layers decreases, there is also a gradual shift from indirect to direct bandgap. Shifts in the energetic landscape allow for a larger but direct bandgap at the K point for both materials.

29
Figure 1.13 DFT calculations of the electronic band structure for sulfides of Mo and W both in the bulk and at the monolayer. Both bulk cases show a smaller, indirect bandgap, whereas the monolayer materials have a larger direct bandgap. Adapted from Ref. 52

In the case of MoS$_2$, the change in the band structure is attributed the hybridization of the electron orbitals as a result of quantum confinement.$^{52,72,73}$ The confinement changes the way that the $p_z$ orbitals in the S atoms as well as the $d$ orbitals in the Mo atoms are hybridized. The antibonding $p_z$ orbitals on the S atoms are greatly affected by the interlayer bonding. This causes a change in the conduction band near the $\Gamma$-point. On the other hand, the $d$ orbitals of the central Mo atoms are not affected as much by the interlayer coupling as the orbitals are sandwiched between the S atoms. These orbitals contribute to the band structure near the K point and see a much smaller shift with regard to layer number.$^{72}$ Quantum confinement as well as its effects on bonding orbitals explains similar effects on energetic transitions in MoSe$_2$, WS$_2$ and WSe$_2$.$^{52,63,64}$

In yet another analogy to graphene, identification of the monolayer nature of 2D TMDCs has also come to rely upon Raman spectroscopy and the related vibrational modes. Figure 1.14a shows the vibrational modes for MoS$_2$. Both the $E_{2g}^1$ and $A_{1g}$
modes produce discernable peaks in the Raman spectrum and can be seen for bulk all the way down the monolayer material in Figure 1.14b. The separation of these peaks changes with the layer thickness and is quantified in Figure 1.14c. For the case of MoS$_2$, these vibrational modes are heavily influenced by the number of layers and the number of layers that exist in a sample flake of MoS$_2$ can be quantified by the separation of these two peaks.\textsuperscript{74} Similar features in the Raman spectrum have been found in MoSe$_2$, WSe$_2$, and WS$_2$.\textsuperscript{75-78} Often, AFM measurements are also used to provide additional verification of the layer number characterization through optical means.

![Figure 1.14](image)

**Figure 1.14** (a) Vibrational modes in MoS$_2$. (b) Raman spectroscopy of different layer thicknesses of MoS$_2$ showing the (c) separation of the $E_{2g}^1$ and $A_{1g}$ modes as a function of layer thickness. Figure reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{57}; panel (a) reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{58}; panel (b-c) reproduced from Ref.\textsuperscript{74}

One of the most interesting aspects to the layer-dependent shift to direct bandgap in the Mo- and W-based TMDCs is the evolution of appreciable photoluminescence from the monolayer material. It was first discovered in MoS$_2$,\textsuperscript{72,73} and later in MoSe$_2$,\textsuperscript{79} WSe$_2$, and WS$_2$.\textsuperscript{77} **Figure 1.15a** shows the PL spectra for MoS2 flakes produced through mechanical exfoliation, as well as the quantum yield (QY) for the photoluminescence process as a function of layer number. It is clear that as the layer number decreases to the
monolayer limit, the PL efficiency increases exponentially and appreciable light is emitted from monolayer MoS$_2$. Thus, it is clear that the transition from indirect bandgap to direct bandgap material has a large effect on the luminescence of the material. Quantum yield, however, is still relatively low, reaching $4 \times 10^{-3}$ for the ideal, monolayer suspended case, and decreases drastically when in contact with the substrate. WSe$_2$ and WS$_2$ have shown to have over an order of magnitude larger quantum yield over that of MoS$_2$, but yet still only reach $2 \times 10^{-3}$ for the non-suspended, room-temperature case. WS$_2$ can reach a QY of $\sim 5 \times 10^{-3}$ when cooled to 10 K.

**Figure 1.15** (a) Photoluminescence spectra for both monolayer and bilayer exfoliated MoS$_2$ flakes. The inset shows the quantum yield as a function of number of layers. (b) An SEM image of a WS$_2$ flake grown through CVD methods. (c) Map of the photoluminescence intensity for the flake in (b). (d) Photoluminescence spectra at different points of the WS$_2$ flake as denoted in (c). The inset shows the Raman spectra. Scale bar is 5 μm. Adapted from Ref. 78 and Ref. 73.
Figure 1.15b-d shows a CVD-grown WS$_2$ flake and the PL spectra at different locations at the flake. The entire flake, save for the centermost multilayer “seed”, is a monolayer crystal of WS$_2$. The spatially dependent PL intensity on what should be a uniform material suggests that the precise bonding structure or defect density will play a large role in the efficiency of the luminescence.$^{78,81}$ Engineering efficient light production through either electromagnetic or chemical means of these 2D TMDC materials is key to not only increasing the quantum yield, but also their usefulness as a 2D source of light.$^{81-84}$

1.6 References


CHAPTER 2: Graphene-Enabled Silver Nanoantenna Sensors


Silver is the ideal material for plasmonics because of its low loss at optical frequencies, but is often replaced by a more lossy metal, gold. This is because of silver’s tendency to tarnish and roughen, forming Ag$_2$S on its surface, dramatically diminishing optical properties and rendering it unreliable for applications. By passivating the surface of silver nanostructures with monolayer graphene, atmospheric sulfur containing compounds are unable to penetrate the graphene to degrade the surface of the silver. Preventing this sulfidation eliminates the increased material damping and scattering losses originating from the unintentional Ag$_2$S layer. Because it is atomically thin, graphene does not interfere with the ability of localized surface plasmons to interact with the environment in sensing applications. Furthermore, after 30 days graphene-passivated silver (Ag-Gr) nanoantennas exhibit a 2600% higher sensitivity over that of bare Ag nanoantennas, and two orders of magnitude improvement in peak width endurance. By employing graphene in this manner, the excellent optical properties and large spectral range of silver can be functionally utilized in a variety of nanoscale plasmonic devices and applications.
2.1 Introduction

Many have studied and continue to study the optical properties of metallic nanoparticles for the collective light-matter interaction phenomenon known as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)\(^1,2\). Because of intense local electric field enhancements and sharp resonant extinction peaks, metallic nanoparticles are of great interest for bio/molecular sensors, non-linear optical studies, as well as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy\(^3-7\). In the visible regime, silver is the ideal plasmonic metal with lower losses and a higher operation frequency, due to lack of interband absorption, than that of either gold or copper\(^8\). However, when exposed to ambient air, trace amounts of atmospheric hydrogen sulfide (H\(_2\)S) and carbonyl sulfide (OCS) readily react with the surface of the silver, forming Ag\(_2\)S\(^9-12\). Not only does the sulfidation increase the material loss in the plasmonic nanoantennas, changes to the surface morphology lead to increased surface scattering loss as well\(^13,14\).

Because of the chemical instability of silver, gold is often used instead despite having inferior plasmonic properties. While there have been efforts to encapsulate and passivate Ag surfaces to retain its excellent properties, the encapsulating layer is often as thick as or thicker than the nanostructures themselves\(^15,16\). This poses a problem for LSPR sensing, as it relies on near-field interactions which are the strongest on the surface of the particle\(^17\). Among its many excellent properties enabling myriad different applications\(^18-22\), atomically thin graphene has been proven to be impenetrable to gas molecules as small as helium atoms\(^23,24\). Thus, passivating the surface of plasmonic silver nanoparticles (or nanoantennas) with monolayer graphene could prevent the reaction of the silver surface...
with sulfur compounds, preserving not only its excellent plasmonic properties, but also its LSPR sensing ability. The rising price of gold also needs to be considered for the commercialization of gold-based devices. Given the 58-times reduction in price of silver (July 2012) over that of gold and the advances in graphene synthesis, economics may drive the next generation of commercial plasmonic devices. Additionally, silver does not suffer from large losses at wavelengths shorter than 600 nm (in contrast to Au or Cu) and can be utilized over the entire visible range$^8$.

2.2 Results and Discussion

To test the efficacy of graphene as an effective solution to the problem of silver sulfidation, silver nanoantennas were fabricated with a layer of graphene on top, as illustrated in Figure 2.1a. The Ag nanoantennas arrays were fabricated on cleaned glass substrates spin-casted with 50/50 nm of 950/495K molecular weight bilayer poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). A 5 nm layer of Cr was thermally deposited on top of the PMMA to act as a charge dissipation layer. The patterns were written using an Elionix ELS-7500EX e-beam writer. 100x100 μm$^2$ areas were patterned with circles in a square array. The dimensions of the nanoantennas were 115 nm in diameter and 300 nm in interparticle spacing. After e-beam writing, the Cr layer was etched away using Transene Cr Etch 1020 and the samples developed in 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) : isopropanol (IPA) for 60 seconds. After brief O$_2$ plasma cleaning, the samples were placed into an e-beam evaporator to deposit 3/30 nm of Ge/Ag. Acetone was used for metal liftoff with 10 s of sonication after a 30 minute soak.
Two silver nanoantenna arrays were identically fabricated. One of the nanoantenna arrays was covered with a layer of graphene while the second was left as bare Ag (Figure 2.1b). To transfer the graphene, CVD-grown graphene on copper foil was used as purchased (Graphene Supermarket). Following the methods of Ruoff et al.\textsuperscript{25,26}, PMMA (350K MW at 45mg/mL in anisole) was spin-cast (4000 RPM, 45s) onto the foil before etching the Cu foil with 1M iron chloride solution for 45 minutes at 75°C.
The PMMA/graphene film was then transferred to deionized water and washed multiple times. The graphene layer was then transferred to the Ag nanoantennas sample immediately after Ag metal liftoff and allowed to dry in vacuum. After drying, a drop of the PMMA solution was added and allowed to re-cure for 30 minutes in air before washing multiple times in acetone/IPA. The total time in ambient air after Ag film deposition and graphene coverage was one hour. Sulfidation of nanoscale Ag can be as much as 3 nm/day\(^9\), leading to, at most, a 1 Å layer of sulfide formation before graphene coverage. The two samples were then stored in ambient laboratory environment for 30 days. As shown in Figure 2.1c, the Ag nanoantennas covered by graphene did not show signs of sulfidation; the surfaces of the particles were smooth and kept their circular shape. Bare Ag nanoantennas, as seen in Figure 2.1d, show large morphological changes to the disks. The presence of sulfur on the surface of the unpassivated nanoparticles has also been confirmed through energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (Figure 2.2). Bare Ag nanoantennas showed a sulfur peak in the EDX data, while graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas lacked that peak in the spectrum.
Figure 2.2 Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) of unpassivated as well as graphene-passivated Ag (Gr-Silver) nanoantennas after 30 days of air exposure. The spectrum for the unpassivated Ag particles shows a sulfur peak from the sulfide formation, whereas such a peak is absent from that of passivated Ag.

The graphene passivation of the silver nanoantennas has a dramatic effect on its optical properties and morphology. The morphological changes that are prevented by the graphene passivation can be seen even within the same sample array. Particles covered by graphene show no signs of morphology changes, while those left uncovered by cracks in the graphene film show large changes in morphology (Figure 2.3). This is also true for continuous Ag films (Figure 2.4), where a well-defined boundary of sulfidation and surface roughness change formed at the edge of the graphene layer.
Figure 2.3 An SEM image of an Ag nanoantennas array covered by graphene (colorized in blue). Statistical cracks in the monolayer film lead to small areas of uncovered nanoantennas (uncolored), where the Ag shows significant morphological changes from the exposure to sulfur compounds. The graphene-covered nanoantennas are protected from this chemical degradation. Partially covered nanoantennas show partial sulfidation.

Figure 2.4 An SEM image of an edge of a continuous Ag thin film partially covered by graphene (colorized blue). The area covered by graphene has a smooth edge, while the uncovered (uncolored) area shows the roughness changes through sulfidation.
The optical spectra of the nanoparticle arrays were measured over 30 days in order to study how well graphene passivation retained the properties of Ag. Reflection spectra of the nanoantennas were taken using a homemade free-space microscope. A fiber-coupled light source (Ocean Optics LS-1) was collimated using a lens before passing through a 50:50 beam splitter. The light passed through a 50x objective (Mitutoyo, 0.42 NA) and focused onto the surface of the sample. The reflected light passed back through the objective and beam splitter and was imaged by a tube lens (Mitutoyo) and focused by a 10x objective (Olympus, 0.25 NA) into a fiber-coupled CCD spectrometer (Thor Labs CCS175). All measurements were normalized to the substrate without nanoantennas and sampled using 50 ms exposure time, 50x spectrum averaging and 50x boxcar averaging. Figure 2.5a shows the temporal evolution of the spectrum for graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas, while Figure 2.5b shows that of as-fabricated Ag nanoantennas. Over a 30 day period, both the resonant peak position, \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) (Figure 2.5c), as well as the resonant peak width, \( \Delta \lambda \) (Figure 2.5d), increased dramatically for unpassivated Ag nanoantennas. In contrast, the Ag nanoantennas that were passivated by the graphene showed a much more robust preservation of the initial plasmonic properties. The shift in \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) for the unpassivated Ag nanoantennas was 216 nm compared to 15 nm for that of graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas. The increase in the peak width for bare Ag nanoantennas was 1748 nm, while only 11 nm for that of passivated Ag nanoantennas.
Figure 2.5 Normalized reflection spectra of (a) graphene-passivated Ag and (b) bare Ag nanoantennas over the course of 30 days. Time evolution of the (c) resonance peak position and the (d) resonance peak width for both graphene-passivated and bare Ag nanoantennas over 30 days.

The usefulness of plasmonic resonances for sensing applications depends highly upon the peak width. The graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas show about a 160 fold resistance to peak width increases over the 30 day period. Additionally, the sensitivity to small shifts in the spectrum can be quantified by the slope of the resonant spectra ($dI/d\lambda$). After the 30 day period, the graphene-passivated Ag showed a 2600% higher $dI/d\lambda$ over that of unpassivated silver (Figure 2.6). Because of the impenetrability of graphene to
sulfur species, it is believed that any degradation of the optical properties for graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas is a result of imperfect graphene coverage of the nanoantennas across the 100x100 μm² array. Cracks in the graphene sheet cause a small fraction of the nanoantennas to remain unpassivated, leading to some degradation even in the graphene protected sample. The cracks resulting from the graphene transfer process accounts for approximately 2% of the graphene area (Figure 2.7).

**Figure 2.6** Optical reflectance spectra of bare Ag and graphene-passivated silver (Ag-Gr) nanoantennas after 30 days in ambient conditions. The slopes (dI/dλ) show the sensitivity of the array to small shifts. The well preserved Ag-Gr nanoantennas show a 2600% improvement in dI/dλ over 30 days.
Figure 2.7 SEM Image of a representative transferred graphene layer on top of Ag nanoantennas (left). The cracks in the graphene layer were highlighted (right) and analyzed to be ~2% of the overall area.

Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of graphene on the surface of the nanoantennas. Figure 2.8a shows the Raman spectra sampled on the Ag nanoantennas as well as on the substrate. Both spectra show the G-and 2D-bands with a higher intensity 2D band, suggesting monolayer graphene. The wide peak around the G-band for the Raman signal on the Ag nanoantennas comes from the fluorescence from the nanoantennas themselves. The data also shows about an order of magnitude enhancement in the Raman signal of the graphene when sampled on top of the nanoantennas in comparison to graphene just on glass. A Raman map highlighting the intensity of the 2D-band (Figure 2.8b) clearly shows the collective enhancement of the graphene Raman signal from the nanoantennas within the boundaries of the array.
One of the main concerns about protective layers on LSPR sensors is the detrimental effect it has on the sensitivity to local refractive index changes. Because graphene is only 0.355 nm thick\(^{28}\), it should not hinder LSPR sensing ability of the nanoantennas that is highly sensitive but also highly localized. For bulk refractive index sensing, similarly fabricated array samples were made that were 110 nm in diameter and 250 nm in interparticle spacing. To compare the Ag-Gr nanoantennas with that of Au nanoantennas, the second sample in this study was deposited with 3/30 nm Ti/Au in place of the Ag-Gr film. These were then put into poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) fluid cells with refractive index matching liquids (Cargille, Series AA). The samples were washed with acetone/IPA between each refractive index liquid to ensure no residual chemical remained on the sample. **Figure 2.9a** shows the peak shift from air (\(n=1.00\)) of both Ag-Gr and Au nanoantennas for a very fine and controlled refractive index range (\(n=1.40-1.45\)), proving that graphene-passivated nanoantennas retain their ability to sense small local refractive index changes. The error bars signify one standard deviation in the peak

**Figure 2.8** (a) Raman spectra of graphene both on and off of the Ag nanoantenna array, with the relative intensities of the G and 2D bands suggest monolayer graphene. (b) Raman intensity map of the 2D band on the corner of a Ag nanoantennas array, showing the relative enhancement.
position over 20 individual, identical 100x100 µm$^2$ arrays for each index. Measuring the resonance peak shift as a function of the index, the bulk sensitivity of the LSPR sensor from the slope of Figure 2.9a, dλ/dn, can be determined. For graphene-passivated Ag nanoantennas, dλ/dn = 162, while dλ/dn = 102 for Au nanoantennas. This yields ~60% increase in bulk sensitivity for Ag-Gr over that of bare Au nanoantennas. Using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations, the effect of bulk index changes on both Ag-Gr as well as bare gold nanoantennas was studied. FDTD simulations were done using a software package (Lumerical 7.5.4) on both Au and Ag-Gr plasmonic structures of similar dimensions as in the experimental case. Optical data for graphene was taken from work by Gray et al.$^{29}$, while the data for Au and Ag was taken from Palik$^{30}$. A plane wave source was introduced and the reflected power flux as a function of frequency was measured for both cases with varying bulk index of the background ranging from 1.38-1.47 RIU. Additionally, the field intensity profile was taken across the middle of the 30 nm Ag-Gr simulation, showing the field enhancement. Figure 2.9b shows the results of the simulations; the sensitivity toward bulk index change is 148 for Ag-Gr and 83 for Au nanoantennas. The simulations give rise to ~80% increase in bulk sensitivity of Ag-Gr over that of Au.
Figure 2.9 The sensitivity of both graphene-passivated silver as well as gold nanoantennas arrays of the same dimensions to bulk index changes over a small index range. (a) Experimental data for the change in peak wavelength with index, showing a bulk sensitivity \(\frac{d\lambda}{dn}\) of 241 for Ag-Gr and 186 for bare Au. (b) Theoretical data from FDTD simulations showing a \(\frac{d\lambda}{dn}\) of 142 for Ag-Gr and 98 for bare Au. (c) Plot of nearfield intensity profile from FDTD simulations of graphene-passivated silver nanoantennas as a function of position. The local enhancement of the electric field decays exponentially with a constant of 16.5 nm from the surface of the particle.

For bulk sensitivity measurements, the results show that the graphene-passivated silver nanoantennas were better at sensing bulk index changes than bare gold nanoantennas. The experimental 60% increase matched well with the 80% increase of the FDTD simulations. Such a result was expected because of the better plasmonic properties...
of silver. This also matches previous work that numerically shows the same order of magnitude increase in sensitivity of graphene-passivated silver versus that of gold for surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing\textsuperscript{31}. The increased bulk sensitivity of Ag-Gr nanoantennas, means that Ag-Gr can be used for sensors with a much higher resolution.

The FDTD simulations also show the local electric field enhancement around the Ag-Gr nanoantennas (Figure 2.9c), with the inset showing the corresponding size of the particle in the lateral direction. The field enhancement is about three times at the edge of the particle and decays exponentially with a decay constant of 16.5 nm for this system. This shows two things. One is that the graphene layer does not limit the sensing abilities of silver particles as the field still extends tens of nanometers from the surface. The second is that only a very thin and impermeable passivation layer is applicable in this system, such as monolayer graphene. Polymeric or ceramic passivation layers need to be on the order of hundreds\textsuperscript{9} or tens\textsuperscript{15} of nanometers in thickness, respectively. Given the fast decay of the localized field, such thick layers would hamper the sensing ability of the nanoantennas. The hexagonal structure of graphene and delocalized π-bonds can attract and adsorb various biomolecules\textsuperscript{32}, making graphene a potential adsorption layer for molecular sensing\textsuperscript{33}. Additionally, graphene can be converted to graphene oxide with a large number of surface functional groups that can be tailored to individual molecular sensing applications\textsuperscript{34,35}.

To find the theoretical effects of sulfidation, an extension of the quasistatic Mie theory known as the modified long wavelength approximation (MLWA) was used in order to incorporate the radiation damping and depolarization effects. For theoretical
scattering data, a mathematical package (Mathematica 8) was used with calculations based on the MLWA, as reported by Kelly et al. The far field scattering spectra of the theoretical Ag oblate spheroids when coated with varying thicknesses of Ag$_2$S were obtained through this method. Following established literature, it was assumed that the conversion of Ag into Ag$_2$S occurs uniformly with a conversion ratio of 1:1.6. The Ag$_2$S and Ag optical data were obtained from Bennett et al. and Palik, respectively. The size and geometry of the spheroids were chosen such that they best approximated the behavior and resonance wavelengths of the actual Ag discs used experimentally; here the minor axis was chosen to be 12.5 nm to have a 600 nm resonance peak. Figure 2.10a shows the calculated scattering intensities with an increasing uniform shell of Ag$_2$S around a Ag core in the spheroid. Both peak width and peak position as a function of Ag$_2$S shell thickness is shown in Figure 2.10b. Peak position increases roughly linearly with a slight plateau, whereas the peak width plateaus at a much faster rate.

**Figure 2.10** (a) Scattering intensity of Ag oblate spheroids with varying shell thickness of Ag$_2$S calculated with the MLWA. (b) Scattering peak position as well as peak width derived from the calculated scattering spectra.
From the theoretical scattering data, the general trend of increasing peak positions and line widths follows that of the aforementioned experimental data; however the rate at which it does so is different. This discrepancy can be explained by the morphological changes in the fabricated Ag nanoantennas. In Figure 2.5c, the resonance peak position for bare Ag nanoantennas increases at three different rates: a relatively steep rise, a plateau, and then another relatively steep rise. Based on the observations of Elechiquerra et al.\textsuperscript{12}, that the first steep rise in the LSPR peak position corresponds to a formation of silver sulfide crystallites around the Ag core. The larger index of Ag\textsubscript{2}S causes the nanoantenna arrays to experience a red shift in the optical response, hence a steep rise in days 0-10. The plateau during days 10-14 corresponds to a period in which clusters of Ag\textsubscript{2}S coalesce into a very rough shell of sulfide. The rough shell slowly grows and causes a relatively small red shift of the spectra, but continue to increase the scattering loss, as seen in the increased peak width in Figure 2.5d. After day 14, the particles begin to break apart and fragment, leading to another large increase in the peak position. More significantly, the breaking up of the nanoantennas causes a substantial increase in the peak widths. This splintering of the Ag nanoantenna is thought to be the result of changes in the crystal structure\textsuperscript{9,11} or through diffusive processes\textsuperscript{14}. It is believed that this is also the cause of the large increase in resonance peak width, even larger than that of theoretical values. Breaking of the nanoantennas would not only serve to enhance the rate of sulfidation, but as well as dramatically increase scattering losses that lead to broadening of the optical spectrum. The morphological changes in the nanoantennas as a function of time can be seen in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11 SEM images of individual silver nanoantennas passivated by graphene (top row) and unpassivated (bottom row) over the course of 30 days. Scale bars are 100 nm.

2.3 Conclusions

In summary, by passivating the surface of Ag nanoantennas with graphene, we demonstrate that the sulfidation of the silver surface that degrades its excellent optical properties can be prevented by effectively blocking diffusion of gas molecules through a transferred monolayer graphene film. It is strongly believed that silver-based LSPR and SPR sensors and applications can now be significantly more useful, especially over long time frames without hindering near-field sensing. This method has the potential to be widely applicable to other plasmonic material systems otherwise rendered useless through chemical reactivity, such as Al or Cu nanoantennas. Not only are Al and Cu several orders of magnitude less expensive than gold, they both have different functional regimes for plasmonic sensors that can be enabled through graphene. Al is active in deep-UV spectrum while Cu in near-IR. Thus, graphene passivation of metal nanoantennas has
the potential to open up a wide range of plasmonic applications for reactive materials beyond silver alone.

2.4 References


CHAPTER 3: Wavelength Tunable Microdisk Cavity Light Source with a Chemically Enhanced MoS$_2$ Emitter


In this work, we report an integrated narrowband light source based on thin MoS$_2$ emissive material coupled to the high quality factor whispering gallery modes of a microdisk cavity with a spatial notch enabling easy out-coupling of emission while yielding high spatial coherence and a Gaussian intensity distribution. The active light emitting material consists of chemically enhanced bilayer MoS$_2$ flakes with a thin atomic layer deposited SiO$_2$ protective coating yielding 20 times brighter chemically enhanced photoluminescence compared to as-exfoliated monolayers on the microdisk. Quality factors $\sim$1000 are observed as well as a high degree of spatial coherence. We also experimentally achieve effective index tuning of cavity coupled emission over a full free spectral range. The thermal response of this system is also studied. This work provides new insights for nanophotonic light sources with atomically thin active media.

3.1 Introduction

Transition to a direct electronic bandgap in emerging transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) materials at the monolayer limit has enabled novel optoelectronic devices such as photodetectors, solar cells, and light-emitting diodes, which take advantage of neutral and charged excitons in these 2-D semiconductors.$^{1-4}$
Arguably, one of the most prominent applications of bulk direct bandgap semiconductors is integrated photonic light sources based on optical waveguides and resonators.\textsuperscript{5-7} However, such integrated photonic devices based on 2-D semiconductors that may potentially form the discrete components of future optoelectronic systems are yet to be explored. Here, we demonstrate a wavelength tunable integrated narrowband light source enabled by chemically enhancing MoS\textsubscript{2} emission. A sub-wavelength notch coupler integrated into a microdisk cavity with high quality-factor (Q) whispering gallery modes (WGMs), enables easy extraction of MoS\textsubscript{2} emission while yielding high spatial and temporal coherence. We envision that this work will pave the way for nanophotonic light sources with atomically thin active media for next generation optoelectronic sensors and systems.

Among other emerging 2D materials, naturally occurring molybdenum disulfide (MoS\textsubscript{2}) as direct bandgap semiconductor has gained a great deal of attention for novel discrete optoelectronic devices.\textsuperscript{1-4} While a suspended monolayer MoS\textsubscript{2} flake shows photoluminescence (PL) efficiencies 100 times higher compared to a suspended bilayer flake,\textsuperscript{8} its overall quantum yield (QY) is still below 1\% and excitonic emission is spectrally broad at room temperature. In contrast, when transferred on to substrates for device integration, QY for MoS\textsubscript{2} monolayers is even lower and only 3.5 times higher than that of a bilayer. Therefore, enhancement of its emission efficiency is necessary to realize the potential of atomically thin MoS\textsubscript{2} as a nanoscale active material in a light source. Modification of MoS\textsubscript{2} PL emission has been reported through addition of plasmonic nanoparticles,\textsuperscript{9,10} chemical dopants,\textsuperscript{11} and photonic crystal cavities.\textsuperscript{12,13}
Recent developments in nano-optics have made possible the manipulation of light at sub-wavelength scales.\textsuperscript{14-17} For light sources such as lasers in particular, micrometer scale dielectric optical microcavities that support high Q WGM resonances have been extensively studied as potential candidates for providing optical feedback.\textsuperscript{14,18} These resonances arise as the light is confined via total internal reflection to a circular cavity. However, for efficient out of plane extraction of light the strong confinement of the cavity modes necessitates sophisticated evanescent coupling schemes requiring extremely precise placement of optical fibers or fabrication of waveguides next to the cavity.\textsuperscript{19} This is a significant obstacle for the practical implementation of these devices as narrow band light-sources integrated with emerging nanomaterials with efficient yet simple output coupling schemes.

For efficient integrated photonic light sources with MoS\textsubscript{2} active region, one needs to address: 1) High QY on substrates; 2) Efficient and simple input/output coupling to the devices with an atomically thin optical active region. To this end, in this work, we demonstrate the coupling of excitonic PL from chemically enhanced MoS\textsubscript{2} flakes to the high Q WGMs of a SiO\textsubscript{2} microdisk optical resonator with an engineered broadband notch input-output coupler for efficient optical excitation and light extraction. This unique combination enables a tunable narrowband light source with a high degree of temporal coherence due to the high Q WGM resonances and spatial coherence by localizing the out of plane emission near the sub-wavelength notch coupler. The light emitting material in this case is chemically enhanced bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} that is embedded in the SiO\textsubscript{2} by the micromechanical exfoliation technique.\textsuperscript{20} The SiO\textsubscript{2} cavity was designed to have WGM
resonances coinciding with the peak PL near 664 nm. A sub-wavelength (~λ/2) notch was introduced at the rim of the disk to significantly increase both in- and out-coupling efficiencies and simultaneously localizes emission. This notch enables the structure to function effectively as an optically pumped, spectrally narrowband light source with an active material that is only a few atoms thick.

3.2 Theoretical Analysis of Microdisk Design

Analytical approximations to the whispering gallery mode resonances in cylindrical geometries are well known\(^1\)-\(^3\). Here we re-summarize the essential aspects: in a microdisk geometry, due to the large vertical confinement in the \(z\) direction, the functional dependence of the wave equation on \(r\), \(\theta\) and \(z\) variables can be separated so that the electric field can be written:

\[
E = E_r(r)e^{\pm im\theta}e^{\pm i\beta z}
\]

where \(E_r(r)\) is the solution to the radial part of the classical Helmholtz equation, \(e^{\pm im\theta}\) gives the azimuthal angle dependence where \(m\) is the azimuthal number (broadly analogous to the number of total internal reflections undergone in the cavity before returning to its original position), and \(\beta\) is the propagation constant in the out of plane direction. Here we have suppressed the time dependent behavior of the fields. In the case of no propagation along the cylindrical axis \(\beta = 0\).

The radial part of the Helmholtz equation is

\[
r^2 \frac{d^2 E_r}{dr^2} + r \frac{dE_r}{dr} + \left[ r^2 \frac{\omega^2}{c^2 n_i^2} - m^2 \right] E_r = 0
\]
where \( \omega \) is the frequency and \( n \) is the (effective) index of the region in which the equation is solved for. This is a standard Bessel-form differential equation: with the usual constraints that solutions must tend to zero going to infinity but be finite at the origin, we have that

\[
E_r = \begin{cases} 
J_m \left( r n_{\text{disk}} \frac{\omega}{c} \right), & r \leq R \\
H_m^{(1)} \left( r \frac{\omega}{c} \right), & r > R 
\end{cases}
\]

i.e. solutions of the field inside the disk are Bessel functions, whereas external solutions are Hankel functions of the first kind\(^4\). The latter can also be approximated by a Bessel function multiplied by a decaying exponential\(^1\) of the form \( \exp(-\alpha(r - R)) \), where

\[ \alpha = \omega/c \sqrt{(n_{\text{disk}}^2 - 1^2)} \]

Here we have assumed that the cladding or external environment has a uniform index of unity. Approximate resonance positions can be found by matching boundary conditions at \( r = R \) and solving the resultant transcendental equations for \( \omega \), either numerically or for example via the Green’s function method\(^2,3\).

Note that in this case the roots for \( \omega \) will necessarily be complex; consequently the resonant frequencies can be written \( \omega_{\text{res}} = \sqrt{\text{Re}(\omega)^2 + \text{Im}(\omega)^2} \) and the quality (Q) factor due to the radiative loss is \( Q_{\text{rad}} = \text{Re}(\omega)/2\text{Im}(\omega) \).

In addition, from the expressions for \( E_r \) previously, several observations can be made: firstly, since solutions inside the disk are Bessel functions (standing wave along radial axis) whereas immediately outside the solutions are Hankel functions (travelling waves along radial axis), one immediately sees that these modes are leaky, i.e. the circulating
light cannot be entirely confined within the cavity. Secondly, the expression for the electric field, being a Bessel function implies that the localization of the mode increases sharply with $m$ since $J_m \left( r n_{\text{disk}} \frac{\omega}{c} \right) \propto \left( r n_{\text{disk}} \frac{\omega}{c} \right)^m$ for $\left( r n_{\text{disk}} \frac{\omega}{c} \right) \ll 1$. So the general design principles for a microdisk cavity are that it should be sufficiently large to admit a high azimuthal mode number at the target frequency, with only one radial mode close to the edge, with an increasingly smaller mode volume as azimuthal mode number increases.
**Figure 3.1** The $|E|$ for the microdisk (a) on-resonance at $\lambda = 532$ nm and (b) off-resonance at $\lambda = 537$ nm. The two colormaps are of the same scale. (c) A plot showing the spectral dependence of the excitation wavelength on the power absorbed by the MoS$_2$ flake coupled to the microdisk cavity. Plots of the power absorbed per unit volume of the MoS$_2$ flake for both the (d) on-resonant $\lambda = 532$ case as well as the (e) off-resonant $\lambda = 537$ case. The colormap scales for these two plots differ by a factor of $\sim 20$.

### 3.3 Results and Discussion

**Figure 3.2a-b** show SEM images of a microfabricated notched microdisk light source with integrated MoS$_2$ layer. The orange shaded area in **Figure 3.2a** and the white dotted outline in **Figure 3.2b** show the device active region covered with the MoS$_2$ flake that was transferred from a bulk natural molybdenite crystal. These microdisks are fabricated from thermally grown SiO$_2$ released from the underlying Si substrate, with a central Si pedestal remaining for structural support. As mentioned previously, these microdisks are able to support high Q-factor WGMs. These resonances can be
characterized by the azimuthal mode number $m$, which determines the number of field maxima or minima around the microdisk circumference, and the radial mode number $n$ corresponding to the number of radial nodes in the field.$^{21-23}$ For operation at a fixed wavelength, the Q-factor for a WGM resonance increases with increasing radius.$^{21-23}$ However, in the case of exfoliated 2-D materials due to the small areas available with transferred flakes, the microdisk cannot be excessively large to allow for considerable spatial overlap with the WGMs. Due to the proximity of the support pedestal to the edge of the microdisk cavity only the modes with $n = 1$ achieve high Q. A disk of radius 3.8 $\mu$m was chosen, as it provides reasonably high Q within the size limitation of the exfoliated MoS$_2$ flake. The microdisk height is constrained by the use of the 285 nm thermal oxide required for locating, through thin film interference, low optical contrast MoS$_2$ flakes on Si substrates.$^{24}$
Figure 3.2 (a) SEM image of a MoS$_2$-coupled microdisk cavity showing a false-colored, tilted view and with low accelerating voltage. The shaded lighter, orange area denotes the area with the MoS$_2$ flake coverage on the microdisk. Scale bar is 2 μm. (b) SEM image of the same microdisk with top-down view and with higher accelerating voltage, showing the free-standing portion of the microdisk supported by a silicon pillar. The white dotted area shows the location of the MoS$_2$. Scale bar is 5 μm. Field intensity profiles at 664 nm (on resonance) for a (c) perfect 3.8 μm radius disk as well as a (d) notched disk. (e) FDTD simulations showing dipole excitation at 664 nm and the resulting notch emission from the cavity. (f) A plot from FDTD simulations showing the spectral dependence of the excitation wavelength on the power absorbed by the MoS$_2$ flake coupled to the microdisk cavity.
**Figure 3.2c** shows the spatial distribution of the electric field intensity for the transverse-electric (TE), \( n = 1, m = 46 \) WGM of a perfectly circular microdisk. The mode shown is the PL from MoS\(_2\) flake near the edges of the disk, which is expected to couple well to the WGMs due to the good spatial overlap with the mode. However, the WGM coupled light will not scatter efficiently out of the cavity in the out of plane direction. By incorporating a 200×300 nm semicircular notch, the light can be efficiently coupled in and out of the microdisk. Due to the sub-wavelength size of the notch, the Q is only minimally perturbed indicating that in-plane losses are dominated by leakage due to the small size of the cavity.\(^{25}\) The modification to the WGMs from the notch can be seen in **Figure 3.2d**. Since the PL emission of MoS\(_2\) originates entirely from excitonic transitions polarized in the plane of the material, we only consider the TE modes of the microdisk resonator.\(^{26}\)

We calculated the emitted optical power from the notch by modelling the MoS\(_2\) PL with a Lorentzian (**Figure 3.2e**, red curve) dipole source. This is shown in **Figure 3.2e** along with the spectral response of the notched microdisk cavity. We observe that the system supports multiple TE\(_{n=1,m}\) modes (**Figure 3.2e**, black curve). As a result, the far field emission spectrum from the notch becomes almost entirely dominated by these WGMs whose relative intensities are modulated by the assumed Lorentzian spectrum.

To determine the cavity coupled absorption efficiency with the notch coupler, we assumed a Gaussian beam focused on the notch with a spectrum matching the experimental excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The coupler first scatters light efficiently into the plane of the silica microdisk to excite cavity modes. The optical power in these
resonant modes circulating in the microdisk is then absorbed by the MoS$_2$ layer. The interaction of the cavity modes with the active layer is strong due to high cavity Q and good spatial overlap of the MoS$_2$ flake with the $TE_{n=l,m}$ modes (Figure 3.2a-b). The absorption can reach up to 40% on-resonance, and have average power absorption of 6.22% between 528-537 nm.

The emission efficiency of MoS$_2$ flakes needs to be improved for the optically pumped microdisk coupled light source. For the microdisk light source, we have adopted an approach that offers improved PL through the use of successive cycling of ozone, water, and 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane during the atomic layer deposition (ALD) of SiO$_2$. Using this ALD process, we can chemically enhance the light emission from a bilayer (2L) flake of MoS$_2$ (Figure 3.3b). This can be seen by systematically performing PL and Raman microscopies on a 2L flake. We define ‘E-2L’ as an exfoliated bilayer MoS$_2$ flake that has undergone the process of ALD etching, chemical enhancement and encapsulation by SiO$_2$. Similarly, we denote as-exfoliated monolayer MoS$_2$ as ‘1L’.

Figure 3.3a shows the separation of the $E_{2g}^{1}$ and the $A_{1g}$ Raman active vibrational modes for 1L, 2L, and E-2L MoS$_2$ samples. For 2L and 1L MoS$_2$, the Raman peak separation values are around 22.3 and 19.5 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, which match closely to other reported values for the separation at these layer thicknesses.$^{27}$ After exposure to the ALD process, the peak separation of an E-2L flake gradually decreases from 22.3 cm$^{-1}$ to 20.3 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 3.3a). This implies that as more SiO$_2$ is deposited through the ALD process, more and more of the top monolayer of material is etched. The disappearance of initially 1L flakes further indicates the etching process.
Figure 3.3 (a) Raman spectroscopy of the MoS$_2$ E$^{1}_{2g}$ and A$_{1g}$ vibrational modes and their separation for monolayer (1L), bilayer (2L). The data plotted in red shows the change in Raman mode separation for enhanced bilayer (E-2L) as a function of added ALD SiO$_2$. The initially bilayer flake shows a narrowing of the mode separation which approaches the monolayer limit. The inset shows the Raman spectra and mode separation for 2L, 1L as well as E-2L MoS$_2$. (b) MoS$_2$ Raman-normalized PL for the E-2L MoS$_2$ with increasing amounts of ALD SiO$_2$ added. Here, bare represents data for as-exfoliated bilayer, 2L MoS$_2$. The data given by the dotted line is the PL for as-exfoliated monolayer 1L MoS$_2$ as a comparison. The inset shows the Raman-normalized peak intensities as a function of added SiO$_2$, reaching levels $\sim$2 orders of magnitude larger than the initial values.
Additionally, with increasing ALD cycles, the weak 2L MoS₂ PL transitions to a more luminescent monolayer-type emission after addition of SiO₂ (Figure 3.3b). As an internal calibration, the spectra are normalized to the MoS₂ Raman peak intensities. For a deposited SiO₂ thickness of ~20 nm, PL intensity dramatically increases 70-fold corresponding to 20 times the brightness of the as-exfoliated monolayer MoS₂. We attribute this chemically enhanced PL to partial etching of the original bilayer MoS₂ yielding a mostly monolayer flake of higher quality than the as-transferred monolayer. In addition to the etching involved in the ALD process, the ozone based chemistry used in the oxide deposition also might change the effective doping in the resulting monolayer, which further increases the luminescence.²⁸ The thin SiO₂ layer also serves as an encapsulation for the resulting MoS₂ layer from further reactive etching processes needed for patterning of the microdisks that would detrimentally affect optical properties.

These E-2L MoS₂ flakes were then incorporated into SiO₂ microdisk optical resonators with the notch coupler. In Figure 3.4a, by probing the notch with a 532 nm laser, we see discrete emission peaks corresponding to the WGMs, which are modulated by the original MoS₂ PL intensity. Only certain wavelengths within the MoS₂ emission spectrum are coupled back into the microdisk cavity selected by the allowed cavity modes. It is these modes that are then scattered at the notch. These modes have Q factors as high as 900 (Figure 3.4b), which is in agreement with values in the literature for small optical microcavities in the visible.²⁹ The free spectral range (FSR) of ~9.5 THz is also consistent across different samples (Figure 3.5), showing the sample uniformity.
Figure 3.4 (a) Confocal microscope spectroscopy of different areas of the coupled microdisk resonator; flake PL when illuminating and probing the MoS\textsubscript{2} flake (red curve), and notch emission when probing and illuminating the notch in the microdisk (black curve). (b) Histogram showing the quality factor of the modes and their frequency of occurrence across the samples used in this study. (c) Plot of the shift in notch emission peaks with the addition of SiO\textsubscript{2} to fully fabricated MoS\textsubscript{2} coupled microdisks, with a redshift in the spectra of 0.62 nm for each nanometer of SiO\textsubscript{2} added.

Figure 3.5 Plot of the free spectral range (FSR) for the different samples used in this study. The error bars represent one standard deviation for modes of the corresponding sample. The small variation across the samples shows relative consistency of the fabrication process.
It is also possible to tune the resonances by post processing. By slightly altering the dimensions of the microdisk, we can tune the cavity modes by more than the full FSR of the microcavity. To do this, we increased the disk height by sequentially adding SiO$_2$.

Figure 3.4c shows the tuning of the peaks as thin layers of SiO$_2$ are added to an existing MoS$_2$ coupled microdisk through ALD. The peak wavelengths shift linearly with a 0.62 nm shift in the emission peak position per nanometer of added SiO$_2$ consistent with the theoretical trend (Figure 3.6).

![Figure 3.6](image)

**Figure 3.6** This plot shows the FDTD simulation results for the change in the cavity-coupled MoS$_2$ PL peak as a function of added SiO$_2$ to the top of the microdisk structure.

As shown in Figure 3.7a, high Q peaks with a linewidth of 2.44 meV can be achieved, which in turn means that the emitted light has a high degree of temporal coherence (coherence length of approximately 440 μm, in contrast to typical LED coherence lengths on the order of tens of μm$^{30}$). In addition, the notched microdisk
geometry allows for a high degree of spatial coherence as well. **Figure 3.7c-d** show FDTD simulations of the electric field intensity profile at the surface of the microdisk as well as 1 μm above the surface of the disk, where the only significant radiation into the far field comes from the locality of the notched area. The spatial coherence of the emitted light can be seen in the cross sectional intensity plot of the electric field 1 μm above the surface of the disk in **Figure 3.7b**. The intensity of the beam spot fits nicely to the Gaussian form with a width of 884 nm (corresponding approximately to a divergence angle of 23.8°) and a coherence area of approximately 1.55 μm². This is larger than the observed beam spot size, which is approximately 0.805 μm² by treating it as an ellipse with major and minor axes of 1160 nm and 884 nm respectively. Although we observe high spatial and temporal coherence, we do not observe lasing in this system and any non-linear pump intensity dependence is attributed to thermal effects.
Figure 3.7 (a) Plot of the PL coupled to a cavity mode showing a FWHM of 2.44 meV corresponding to a coherence length of 440 μm (b) Calculated electric field intensity profile near the notch 1.0 μm above the surface of the disk which matches well with a Gaussian fit. The inset shows a dotted orange line which shows the line scan direction relative to the disk from (d). Calculated electric field intensity at (c) the surface of the disk and (d) 1.0 μm above the disk showing that the far-field radiated optical power originates from the notch. Spatial coherence is determined by the dimension of the notch.
Figure 3.8 FDTD simulations of the electric field intensity and PL spot width from a Gaussian source. 2-D FDTD plots of the electric field distribution at (a) the surface of the microdisk, (b) 0.5 μm above and (c) 1.0 μm above the surface. Plots of the horizontal cross section of the spot width at (d) 0.5 μm and (e) 1.0 μm from the surface (orange dotted line on (b) and (c), respectively).
Figure 3.9 FDTD simulations of the electric field intensity and PL spot width from a Dipole source. 2-D FDTD plots of the electric field distribution at (a) the surface of the microdisk, (b) 0.5 μm above and (c) 1.0 μm above the surface. Plots of the horizontal cross section of the spot width at (d) 0.5 μm and (e) 1.0 μm from the surface (orange dotted line on (b) and (c), respectively). These plots are analogous to those of Supp. Fig. 3, with the difference in the excitation source.
Figure 3.10 Graphs of the intensity of the WGM peaks at different excitation powers shown in (a) linear and (b) logarithmic scales. At these power levels, there is no indication of lasing action in this system.

3.4 Conclusions

In summary, we both experimentally and theoretically show that a two-dimensional material, MoS$_2$, can be chemically enhanced and used to make a tunable light source with high spatial and temporal coherence when integrated with a notched microdisk optical cavity. Very high contrast emission in comparison to the MoS$_2$ PL can be seen at very low pump power densities. The success of recent efforts at synthesizing high quality, large scale MoS$_2$ by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is extremely promising$^{31,32}$ and will allow for device fabrication at a larger scale. Additionally, this platform can be utilized for other types of 2-D TMDC materials, giving us the ability to utilize and probe the optical properties of this emerging class of materials. This work will ultimately pave the way toward lasers with atomically thin gain media and has a great promise for the basis for lab-on-a-chip type sensing applications.$^{33}$
3.5 References

CHAPTER 4: Cavity-Coupled 2-Dimensional Semiconductors:
A Photothermal Analysis

4.1 Introduction

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have garnered intense research interest in the past few years. The TMDCs are semiconductor materials with a bulk indirect bandgap electronic structure. Much like graphene, the interest for this class of material comes from the ability to fabricate or synthesize single molecular layers. At the monolayer limit, the TMDCs transition to a direct bandgap material with broken inversion symmetry, leading to a range of interesting optical phenomena such as photoluminescence (PL),\textsuperscript{1-4} optical nonlinearity,\textsuperscript{5,6} and valley polarization.\textsuperscript{7,8} However, these optical phenomena, while substantial for a monolayer of material, are still relatively weak and need to be improved upon to compete with incumbent technologies. Recently, there has been research into using optical structures to enhance or otherwise manipulate the optical effects of these TMDCs through use of plasmonic nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{9-11}

Optical cavities, in particular, are of considerable interest for incorporation of TMDCs. Any two-level emitter coupled to optical cavities can experience high Purcell enhancement factors stemming from high quality (Q) factor cavity modes.\textsuperscript{12} This stems from the fact that the spontaneous rate of emission is proportional to the density of modes at the emission wavelength per volume of the cavity. Incorporation of TMDCs and their excitonic transitions into high-Q optical cavities is interesting for photoluminescence enhancement and modification because of this effect. Recently, materials such as MoS\textsubscript{2}, WSe\textsubscript{2}, and WS\textsubscript{2} have been incorporated into Fabry-Perot, whispering gallery microdisk, and photonic crystal optical microcavities.\textsuperscript{13-19}
In this work, we study the thermal effects of coupled TMDC optical cavity systems. Specifically, we observe these effects in MoS$_2$ and WSe$_2$ within the context of a microdisk optical cavity geometry. Because high-Q optical cavities require large refractive index changes at their interfaces, many are physically isolated to be completely surrounded by the low index environment of air. This presents an issue of heating of the optical cavity caused by absorption of the emitting material and subsequent high rate of non-radiative recombination of the absorbed photons. We show that not only can this photothermal effect change the background PL of the emitting material leading to non-linearity in intensity vs pump power curves, that at high enough power and thermal isolation of the optical structure can lead to damage of the emitting material.

4.2 Results and Discussion

To make the MoS$_2$-coupled optical microdisk cavity, we first mechanically exfoliated molybdenite onto silicon dioxide on silicon substrates. After optical identification of the few layer MoS$_2$ flakes, we protect the flakes by addition of a thin layer of SiO$_2$ through atomic layer deposition. Using electron beam lithography, the shape of the microdisk was patterned and then etched into the SiO$_2$ substrate. A subsequent undercutting Si etch step was performed to release the edges of the microdisk to form the microdisk structures. Figure 4.1a-b show SEM images of the fabricated microdisks. The dimensions of the cylindrical microdisk are 3.8 μm in radius and 285 nm in height. These dimensions were chosen to support high-quality whispering gallery cavity modes in the microdisk while taking into account physical restraints in terms of the substrate oxide thickness and MoS$_2$ flake size. Additionally, a semicircular notch defect was incorporated into the microdisk
design which helps with input coupling of excitation light and output coupling of the cavity emission. The notch was also positioned on the opposite side of the microdisk as the MoS$_2$ flake area (colored purple) to separate the cavity-coupled emission from the direct flake emission. We have previously reported on the details on the microcavity design and optical characterization.$^{14}$

**Figure 4.1** (a-b) SEM images of a silicon dioxide microdisk at a tilted and top-down view, respectively. The false-colored purple areas denote the location of the MoS$_2$. Scale bars are 2 μm. (c) Cavity-coupled emission spectra collected at the microcavity notch as a function of excitation laser power. (d) Peak intensity of the 685 nm cavity mode as the excitation power is cycled to and from 22.8 mW in two consecutive cycles (in order: black squares, red circles, blue upward triangles and purple downward triangles).
Using a continuous-wave (CW) $\lambda = 532$ nm laser illumination we observed spectrally sharp cavity modes collected at the microcavity notch on top of the background MoS$_2$ PL. Figure 4.1c shows the observed emission spectrum at various levels of illumination intensity. Figure 1d (black curve) tracks the intensity of the 685 nm cavity mode peak as the MoS$_2$ flake is illuminated with increasing pump power. We observe a non-linear increase in the peak intensity up to 12.3 mW of illumination. Above this threshold, the intensity of the cavity-coupled emission peaks start to decrease. Subsequent cycling of the illumination power on the microdisk (Figure 4.1d; red, blue and purple curves, respectively) yields a permanently lowered response. This decrease in the intensity is a clear signal of damage to the emitting material.

Figure 4.2a shows the spectra at three different power levels: low power: 0.03 mW, damage threshold: 12.3 mW, and well beyond the damage threshold: 22.8 mW. By distilling and normalizing the background MoS$_2$ PL at these power levels, as seen in Figure 4.2b, we make two observations. First, there is a noticeable red-shift of the PL spectra from 670 nm to 690 nm between the low power and damage threshold illumination levels. Second, after the damage threshold illumination, the red-shift of the PL spectra desists. The first observation suggests that there is a photothermal effect; as more light is input into the microcavity and absorbed by the MoS$_2$, non-radiative recombination processes in the TMDC produce heat.$^{20,21}$ Figure 4.2c shows the PL peak wavelength for a MoS$_2$ flake on an un-patterned substrate as the entire substrate is heated to elevated temperatures. From these data, as well as the spectra shown in Figure 4.2d, we can see that there is a clear and reversible redshift in the PL spectra in MoS$_2$ with
increasing temperature. This data matches well with other reports on temperature-based MoS$_2$ PL spectra and may be a result of energetic changes in the band structure as a result of thermal expansion of the in-plane lattice.$^{22,23}$ Thus, we can confidently describe the shift in the background PL of the MoS$_2$ in this first observation as a result of the photothermal effect.

Figure 4.2 (a) Emission spectra at low power (0.03 mW), at the damage threshold (12.3 mW) and high power beyond the damage threshold (22.8 mW) and the corresponding background PL overlaid. (b) Normalized background PL from panel (a) at the three different power levels. (c) The position of the PL peak wavelength of MoS$_2$ during heating to and cooling down from elevated temperatures. (d) The evolution of the PL spectra of MoS$_2$ at different temperatures. Intensity decreases and peak position red shifts with increasing temperature.
The second observation, that above the damage threshold the photothermal effect stops, suggests that above the threshold thermal oxidation of the MoS\(_2\) begins to occur. Oxidation of bulk MoS\(_2\) has been reported to begin to occur above 500 K.\(^{24}\) Extrapolating from the data gathered on the PL position with respect to temperature (Figure 4.2c), we can determine the temperature of the MoS\(_2\) flake that relates to the shift in the PL background. Temperature can be tracked from the low power to the damage threshold level and above. A 20 nm redshift from 670 to 690 nm in the background PL peak corresponds to a temperature of around 550 K at and above the damage threshold. This is clearly in the range of material oxidation, and any further increase in the absorbed laser intensity will only serve to oxidize more of the emitting material. The reason no further red-shifting (and thus material heating) is observed beyond the damage threshold level is that as the MoS\(_2\) is oxidized, light absorption also wanes. However, since light distribution in this whispering gallery mode cavity is not uniform,\(^{14}\) anti-nodal points with the highest electric field intensity will absorb and subsequently oxidize first.

This photothermal effect is not limited to MoS\(_2\) and should be present in all of the 2-D TMDC materials. We further investigate the thermal effects on the PL properties of WSe\(_2\). Figure 4.3a shows an optical image of a mechanically exfoliated WSe\(_2\) flake with Figure 4.3b-c showing the Raman and PL spectra, respectively, which matches closely to previously reported spectra for monolayer WSe\(_2\).\(^{3}\) We then looked at the evolution of the PL of WSe\(_2\) as a function of temperature. Figure 4.3d tracks the peak of the photoluminescence spectra as the material is heated from room temperature to 172 °C. Upon heating the material, there is a redshift of ~40 nm. This is a similar and even larger
shift seen over a similar temperature range as in the case of MoS$_2$. Furthermore, upon cooling of the material, we observe a consistent and permanent change to the PL of the WSe$_2$. We attribute this to partial thermal oxidation of the WSe$_2$ at these elevated temperatures. The formation of the tungsten oxide decreases the overall intensity of the PL produced (as seen in Figure 4.4) by reducing the amount of luminescent material. Additionally, the oxide formation alters the electronic structure of the remaining luminescent WSe$_2$, leading to the permanent redshift in the PL spectra upon cooling of the material. This suggests that since oxidation and permanent change to the PL spectra of WSe$_2$ occurs at a lower temperature than that of MoS$_2$, the photothermal effect will have a larger influence and that the damage threshold will be lower. In general, similar thermal trends of the PL spectra have been observed in other materials such as MoSe$_2$,$^{22}$ and WS$_2$.}$^{25}$
Figure 4.3 (a) Optical image of a monolayer (1L) WSe$_2$ flake. (b) Raman and (c) photoluminescence spectra that are characteristic of monolayer WSe$_2$. (d) The position of the PL peak wavelength of WSe$_2$ during heating to and cooling down from elevated temperatures. The data is averaged over multiple samples and error bars show standard deviation from the mean, showing reproducibility of the irreversible red shift.
Figure 4.4 Graph of the PL spectrum for WSe$_2$ at increasing temperatures up to 145° C showing a decrease in the overall intensity and red-shift of the main PL peak.

The design considerations of the optical cavity are also an important factor in the photothermal effect for the coupled 2-D TMDC material. We modeled our MoS$_2$-coupled microdisk cavity using the finite element analysis software package, COMSOL. The model includes a 3.8 um radius silicon dioxide cylinder with a height of 285 nm, which is connected to a Si thermal heatsink by a Si stem of varying radius and can be seen in Figure 4.5. For simplicity, we modeled the MoS$_2$ flake area as one third of the microdisk area and the absorption of the MoS$_2$ as a heat source confined to 500 nm wide radial segment within that third of the microdisk. Figure 4.5a shows the results for 0.55 mW of heat as a consequence of absorbed laser power and the resulting heating of the disk. The heatmap shows the thermal distribution around the top surface of the microdisk with a maximum temperature of 550 K at the edge. This heating level was chosen to match the approximate temperature at the previously discussed damage threshold level for MoS$_2$. The upper portion of Figure 4.5a shows a temperature line scan along the diameter of the microdisk perpendicular to the flake orientation. We then looked at the peak temperature
observed for not only different absorbed power levels (Figure 4.5b) but various stem radii as well as (Figure 4.5c). From this, it is clear that the higher thermal conductivity of the Si pillar (as seen in the inset of Figure 4.5a) has a large effect on the thermal distribution and maximum observed temperature. The stem radius is determined by the amount of Si undercut from the SiO$_2$ microdisk during the fabrication process, and a smaller stem leads to more thermal isolation and a higher overall peak temperature. Similar but less pronounced effects from thermal heating of optical cavities can be seen for GaP-based photonic crystal cavities as well as seen in Figure 4.6.

**Figure 4.5** (a) COMSOL simulation result for 0.55 mW of heating of a silicon dioxide disk of radius 3.8 μm. (lower panel) Heat map of the temperature distribution throughout the microdisk with the heat source confined to the area outlined by the white dotted line. (upper panel) Line scan of the temperature along the horizontal axis of the microdisk. (inset) Cartoon of the microdisk geometry showing the stem radius. (b) Maximum temperature observed in the microdisk of a 2.5 μm stem radius at different absorbed power levels. (c) Maximum temperature observed for a microdisk of varying stem radius and 0.55 mW of absorbed power.
Figure 4.6 COMSOL simulation of a GaP photonic crystal membrane 125 nm in thickness with a pitch of 200 nm and hole radius 0.4 times the pitch. 0.55 mW of heat power was applied to the defect and shows a 48.09 K increase in temperature.

In order to further study and minimize the photothermal effect, we studied the heating of the microcavity in the time domain. Figure 4.7a shows the temperature of our modeled microdisk shortly after the onset of heating. The rate of heating decays exponentially and reaches steady state with a time constant, $\tau$, of 395 ns. This suggests that instead of applying a CW illumination to the MoS$_2$ in the microdisk, short, pulsed laser illumination shorter than the time constant will mitigate the effects of heating and damage. Since we do not have the means to probe the temperature of the microdisk at the sub-microsecond level, to experimentally study the heating of the cavity at this time scale, we must do so through indirect methods. The data in Figure 4.2c shows the correlation between the PL peak position and the temperature of the MoS$_2$ flake. By measuring the PL spectra and its peak position at different illumination pulse lengths, we can infer the temperature of the MoS$_2$ for an illumination pulse of that time interval. Figure 4.7b shows the data for the increase in temperature from the shortest pulse of 50
ns for increasingly longer pulses. From this, we can effectively measure the temperature of the microdisk as a function of time in the sub-microsecond regime. This method can also be utilized to probe the thermos-temporal response for other optical systems at short time scales. For this system, steady state is reached within 1 μs and the heating has a time constant of 184 ns. This value is a factor of ~2 less than that predicted by the model. We attribute this difference to experimental deviations from ideality and changes in thermal conductivity at the nanoscale, especially after chemical processing. Thus, we have determined that the photothermal effect can be minimized using pulsed excitation of a shorter time than the time constant of the optical cavity system.
Figure 4.7 (a) COMSOL simulation result of a microdisk heating at short time scales. The temperature reaches a steady state with a decay time constant of 395 ns. The absorbed power was set to be 0.55 mW with a stem radius of 3.0 μm. (b) Experimental results for the change in temperature in the microdisk after illumination with a pulsed laser excitation of different pulse widths. The change in temperature was measured from the shift in the PL peak position of the MoS$_2$ on the microdisk. The change in temperature stabilizes with a decay time constant of 184 ns.

4.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have identified a significant photothermal effect that is inherent to optical cavity-coupled 2-D TMDC material systems. This effect has been explored for MoS$_2$ and WSe$_2$ in this work and has been similarly reported upon for other materials as well. We have shown that cavity design and fabrication should consider thermal arguments alongside optimizing optical performance. Pulsed excitation of the optical cavity system can not only help mitigate this effect but also be used as a tool for investigating the thermo-temporal response. We believe that this work will provide insight into the fields of optical cavities and 2-D TMDCs as the intersection of these two fields grows in prominence and importance in the future.
4.4 Methods

4.4.1 MoS$_2$ & WSe$_2$ Exfoliation.

The MoS$_2$ flakes were created from bulk single-crystalline MoS$_2$ (SPI) through mechanical exfoliation onto 285 nm thermally grown silicon dioxide on silicon. Roughly 8 nm of SiO$_2$ was deposited by atomic layer deposition (Cambridge Nanotech, Savannah 200) and quantified using a reflectance monitor (Filmetrics F40). WSe$_2$ single crystals were grown by the Tongay Group.

4.4.2 Microdisk Fabrication

ZEP 520A (Zeon Chemicals) was spin-casted onto the sample and patterned into a notched 7.6 um diameter disk on top of the located MoS$_2$ flake using e-beam lithography (Elionix, ELS-7500). Following development of the resist in o-xylene, the uncovered silicon dioxide was etched using reactive ion etching (Oxford Instruments, Plasmalab 80 Plus) with 38 sccm Ar and 12 sccm CHF$_3$. Following etching, the remaining resist was stripped using acetone and subsequently Remover 1165 (Microposit) at 75 °C for 15 minutes each. To form the microdisk structure, the underlying Si was undercut using a XeF$_2$ etch (Xactix, e-1).

4.4.3 Temperature dependent PL Measurement

Temperature dependent photoluminescence was measured in an inverted microscope (Nikon TE-2000U) setup from excitation by a 405 nm laser diode (Nichia Corp.). The sample was attached with silver epoxy to a joule heating stage whose temperature was measured by a thermocouple. Background corrected PL was measured with a 6 x 45 second integration time. Each sample was heated from room temperature to 172 °C (the
maximum temperature achievable with the heating stage) and then cooled to room temperature. PL measurements were made at 15 °C intervals and the temperature was kept constant within roughly ±0.5 °C during each PL measurement. Between each measurement the focus and positioning of the monolayer flake was adjusted and verified to be consistent with the previous measurements.

4.5 References


CHAPTER 5: Future Directions and Summary

5.1 Aluminum and Copper Nanoantennas

In CHAPTER 2, it was shown that graphene passivation of silver nanoantennas preserved their excellent optical properties. Along with gold and silver nanoantennas, the Van Duyne group has seen that Al nanoparticles can support localized surface plasmons, most efficiently in the near-UV\(^1\). They have reported about a 2 nm oxide layer forms on the surface of the particles that red-shifts the resonance of the particles. Similarly, Langhammer et al. has reported that: “formation of a thin 2-3 nm native oxide layer on the Al surface is almost instantaneous after its exposure to (humid) air. The thickness of this layer continuously keeps increasing over several days or weeks, however, at orders of magnitude slower rate than the initial one.”\(^2\) The oxidation of aluminum has been traditionally seen as self-passivating, as in it limits further oxidation of the metallic aluminum. However, at the limit of decreasing particle sizes, the kinetics and amount of oxide formation becomes dependent on the size and shape of the particles, as seen in Figure 5.1a.\(^3\)
Figure 5.1 (a) Graph showing how Al particles smaller than 10 nm show fully oxidized particles, whereas particles larger than 10 nm show extended aging with a slow increase in the oxide thickness up to \( \sim 20 \) nm particles. Reproduced from Ref. \(^3\) (b) Graph showing the LSPR peak shift with increasing particle oxidation over several months, with the inset showing the calculated peak shift with oxide layer thickness. Reproduced from Ref.\(^2\).

The work by Langhammer\(^2\) shows that there is an additional shift in the LSPR peak of Al nanodisks of 20 nm height and various diameters in Figure 5.1b. This shift can be as much as 10 nm over the course of several months; however, much of this occurs within the first 20 days of the exposure. Thus, while graphene coverage may not be able to prevent the instantaneous formation of the alumina passivation layer, it is very plausible that it can prevent further oxidation and degradation of the nanoparticles after the initial instantaneous oxide formation.

Previously reported literature shows that Al nanoantennas can support localized surface plasmons, and that oxidation of Al at the nanoscale will negatively affect the optical properties of said nanoantennas. This effect is very similar to that of the
sulfidation of silver nanoparticles. Thus, the natural extension is to also study the effect of graphene passivation of Al nanoantennas. Fabrication of the Al nanoantennas could proceed in an analogous method to that of the Ag nanoantennas replacing the Ge adhesion layer with one of Ti. The diameter, height, spacing and resulting resonance should be engineered through FDTD simulations. Measurement of the resonance in the UV would be done using a mercury arc light source and spectrometer attached to an inverted microscope. The resonance should be targeted at the high 300 nm range to complement the wavelength range of the light source. The graphene passivated Al nanoantennas could also be compared to bare Al nanoantennas either over a long time scale or with an accelerated oxidation environment.

Much like those of Al or Ag, copper nanoparticles also can support localized surface plasmons. Also much like Al and Ag, Cu suffers from environmental degradation through reaction with the air. Unlike Al, copper does not form a self-passivating oxide layer, leading to further oxidation of the metallic surface than that of metallic Al. The copper oxides (CuO and CuO$_2$) continue to degrade the electronic and optical properties of copper as it continues to oxidize. The Van Duyne group has been able to show that removal of the copper oxide layer through acetic acid etching reveals metallic Cu particles that can support optical resonances in an inert atmosphere. Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of the optical response to oxidized Cu nanoparticles as they undergo increasing amounts of acetic acid exposure. Oxidized particles before acetic acid etching ($t_1$ in Figure 5.2) shows a completely damped optical resonance, while 20s of acetic acid etching ($t_5$ in Figure 5.2) shows a strong optical response.
Figure 5.2 Optical spectra of Cu nanoparticles with 0 to 20s (t1 to t5) of acetic acid etching. Reproduced from Ref. 5.

Preliminary data in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b shows that as-deposited Cu nanoparticles also supports optical resonances with steadily increasing plasmon peak resonance and width. This data is taken across 13 days without a graphene passivation layer showing that oxidation of the copper nanoparticles does not occur instantaneously and to a degree at which no optical reonances can be supported. The copper oxidation happens slowly over the course of weeks for nanoparticles in ambient laboratory air. Thus, proper passivation of Cu nanoparticles with graphene will have a large effect in preventing their continued oxidation and degradation of optical properties. To test the graphene passivation of Cu nanoantennas, nanoantennas were fabricated using methods similar to those of Ag nanoantennas. Figure 5.3c & Figure 5.3d are SEM images of Cu nanoantennas with a monolayer graphene passivation layer. The images selectively show cracks in the graphene film with the lighter areas having graphene coverage. The nanoantennas were annealed in air for 2 hours at 200 °C to mimic an accelerated oxidation environment. The areas not covered by graphene show the morphological
changes due to surface oxidation while those covered by graphene remain relatively smooth.

Figure 5.3 (a) Reflection spectra as a function of time and (b) extracted LSPR peak position and width for bare Cu nanoparticles over a 13 day period. SEM images in (c) top down and (d) tilted view of Cu nanoantennas partially covered with monolayer graphene after 2 hours at 200 °C.

Through literature and some preliminary work, it has been shown that not only can copper nanoparticles support surface plasmon resonances, but like those of Ag and Al, they are affected by reaction with ambient air. These effects are detrimental to the longevity of any devices based on copper nanoantennas with ~70% increase in the peak
width of the resonance. A monolayer graphene passivation layer over fabricated Cu nanoantennas has proven to prevent morphological changes through oxidation of the Cu particles. In order to show that the optical properties of the Cu nanoantennas can be preserved by the graphene, more samples need to be made. Previous Cu nanoantenna samples with graphene passivation either show no plasmon peak or have inadequate graphene coverage for passivation.

5.2 Graphene-Enabled Ag Nanoantennas for Protein Sensing

Graphene passivation of metallic nanoparticles does not only offer protection from reactive species in the air, but is also a simple method for creating a highly integrated biochemical sensor using the graphene as a functional layer. Because of its delocalized pi-bonding, graphene is a great substrate for adsorption of the hydrocarbon chains in various biomolecules, vastly improving the limit of surface adsorption. Sensing through localized surface plasmon resonances also decays exponentially within tens of nanometers from the surface of the particles, making graphene near-transparent because of its thin, single atomic layer nature.

Previous studies in the Cubukcu Lab have shown the use of graphene-functionalized biomolecular sensors using gold nanoantennas as well as silicon nanowires. After the transfer of graphene onto these materials, mouse IgG and its conjugate binding protein A/G were applied to the graphene through drop casting. A/G was applied first which floods the surface of the graphene, adsorbing to the active sites and, in turn, only offer a
binding site to the IgG protein. Subsequently, increasing concentrations of the IgG protein are added to the samples.

**Figure 5.4a,b** shows the optical spectrum of the Au nanoantennas and Si NW samples with increasing concentrations of IgG, showing measurable shifts of up to 8 and 6 nm, respectively, at protein concentration saturation. Silver nanoantennas passivated and functionalized by graphene have also been fabricated to study its ability to sense increasing levels of biomolecules.

**Figure 5.4c** shows the optical spectra of a fabricated Ag nanoantenna array with subsequent additions of protein. The data shows a shift in the resonance peak by more than 100 nm, over an order of magnitude larger for the same protein concentration added to gold nanoantennas and silicon nanowires. This shift is not likely caused by oxidation because of the consistency of the peak widths over the different spectra.

**Figure 5.4** Spectra of graphene-functionalized (a) gold nanoantenna (b) Si nanowire and (c) silver nanoantenna arrays with an A/G binding protein and increasing concentrations of IgG. Reproduced from Ref. 6 and Ref. 7.

The work in **CHAPTER 2** as well as the preliminary work here has shown that silver nanoparticles passivated and functionalized by graphene can sense the addition of increasing concentrations of IgG protein through shifts in the optical spectra. This has
great potential use as the active element in biosensors. The shifts for silver nanoantennas are much larger than that of gold nanoantennas and Si nanowires with graphene and protein additions in a near-identical method. The silver nanoantennas are also protected from any surface reactions as a result of the buffered saline environment of the protein.

More samples need to be fabricated and tested to verify the shifts seen with respect to the protein loading. If the spectral shifts are consistent and equally large as in the preliminary data, then this would add significant weight to the claim of the benefits of Ag as a functional plasmonic material when encapsulated with graphene. The protein conjugate A/G and IgG is nonreversible in its binding; however it would be interesting to study the use of Ag nanoparticles in situ. By choosing a protein conjugate pair that can be reversibly bound, we can create a PDMS flow cell to monitor the change in the optical spectra in real time as the protein binds and unbinds from the surface. Highly sensitive, reversible sensors that can detect specific biomolecules in situ are of great importance in the biomedical field⁸.
5.3 Cavity-Coupled MoS$_2$ Microdisks for Protein Sensing

The work in **CHAPTER 3** set the stage for a microcavity with an integrated 2D light source that could be used as a sensing platform. Attachment of adsorbates to the surface of the microcavity will lead to changes in the local dielectric environment. These changes can influence the spectral position of the resonant cavity modes. The shift in these modes can be calibrated and quantified to deduce the amount of adsorbate. This technique of using optical microcavities for spectroscopy and sensing is well established. The novelty of this idea is in the incorporation of the 2D light source. This allows for facile fabrication with the inclusion of CVD-grown MoS$_2$. Additionally, the MoS$_2$ acts as the functionalization basis layer, allowing for a greater level of ease in the functionalization of the cavity to the target species.

**Figure 5.5** shows SEM images of the fabricated silica microdisk with incorporated MoS$_2$ flake. The darker contrast part in **Figure 5.5a** shows the location of the MoS$_2$ as well as the defect notch patterned into the bottom of the disk. In contrast to the fabrication of the microdisks in **CHAPTER 3**, these MoS$_2$ flakes were grown through CVD methods in the Johnson Lab. This allows for a greater density of monolayer material and less involved fabrication methods. In short, SiO$_2$/Si substrates with 285 nm of thermally grown oxide are patterned by e-beam lithography with ZEP-520A resist. The resist disks act as the mask for the subsequent reactive-ion etch that etches through the surrounding, exposed portion of the SiO$_2$ on the substrate. Then, the underlying Si is etched away through XeF$_2$ isotropic etching to release the edges of the disk structure. Afterwards, CVD-grown MoS$_2$ flakes are transferred onto a sample substrate containing
an array of these microdisk structures. Suitable candidate samples are identified by optical microscopy based on the quality and location of the MoS$_2$ flake in relation to the microdisk. Similar to the work in **CHAPTER 3**, suitable samples have the MoS$_2$ flake located toward the edge of the microdisk opposite to the notch defect.

**Figure 5.5** (a) Top-down and (b) 52° tilted SEM images of fabricated SiO$_2$ microdisk cavities with incorporated MoS$_2$ flakes. The darker, wrinkled portion in panel (a) is the location of the MoS$_2$ flake.
Figure 5.6 Optical spectra of an MoS$_2$ flake on a flat 285 nm SiO$_2$/Si substrate before protein functionalization, after binding protein functionalization, and after addition of 100 mM of target protein.

The identified samples were then functionalized with a binding protein that chemically attaches to the surface of the MoS$_2$. This binding protein then has a specific protein binding site that will allow attachment of the final target protein to attach to the surface of the MoS$_2$. Figure 5.6 shows the optical PL spectra of a MoS$_2$ flake on a flat substrate before and after these functionalization steps. We can see that the PL spectrum is neither affected by the attachment of the functionalization protein nor the addition of large amounts of the target protein.

From Figure 5.7, we see the emission from the coupled microdisk modes collected from the notch. Prior to any protein functionalization, a microdisk with a freshly transferred CVD-grown MoS$_2$ flake shows pronounced cavity mode peaks with Q~300 in this sample (as shown by the black curves in Figure 5.7). After the functionalization protein has been attached to the surface of the MoS$_2$, We see a dramatic change to the optical spectrum. This comes in the form of a much higher background PL
from the MoS$_2$ flake in comparison to the cavity modes (as shown by the red curves in Figure 5.7). The cavity modes are still visible in this spectrum, although muted. We can see in Figure 5.7b that the peaks shifts $\sim$ 10 nm or greater than 10 nm, depending on if the shift in the cavity mode exceeded the FSR for this cavity. The spectrum after addition of 100 mM of the target protein consists entirely of the background PL from the MoS$_2$ flake, lacking observable peaks from the cavity modes (as shown by the blue curves in Figure 5.7).

**Figure 5.7** Cavity-mode emission from the microdisk notch before and after functionalization of the binding protein, as well as after addition of 100 mM of the target protein. Panels (a) and (b) show the same data with an offset in the latter added for clarity.

From this, we can determine that we can detect the attachment of the functionalization protein through changes in the optical spectrum. The inclusion of the functionalization protein to the surface of the MoS$_2$ flake as well as the surface of the microdisk causes a shift in the resonant frequency of the cavity coupled modes. This is easily detectable as the shift in the mode is relatively large, at least 5-times the FWHM of
the cavity modes and possibly larger if the shifts are larger than the FSR. The spectra after the addition of the proteins does start to become overwhelmed with the background PL of the MoS$_2$ flakes. This could be that the attachment of the protein to the surface of the microcavity decreases the Q of the cavity by increasing the surface scattering/absorption by decreasing $Q_{\text{scatt}}$ as seen in equation 49.

Increased protein aggregation may be aggravating the increased observed background PL in the spectrum as the target protein may have reached the end of its shelf life. Improvements in the method of optical characterization of the microdisks with improved spatial exclusion of areas around the microdisk notch could also help improve the observation of the cavity modes. These experiments have proved that we can observe, optically, the addition of small amounts of biologically-relevant molecules using a 2D semiconducting material. More samples with smaller amounts of target protein need to be produced and characterized to determine the concentration limit to which we can detect shifts in the optical spectrum.

5.4 Large Radius, High-$Q$ Microdisk Cavities with CVD-Grown MoS$_2$ for High-Fluence Optical Pumping

In Section 1.5, it was shown that the higher the azimuthal mode number, $m$, for a WGM cavity, the higher the radial field localization. In Chapter 3, it was also shown that larger microdisk cavities would yield larger mode number $m$ as well as higher $Q$ resonances. We were limited in Chapter 3 by the size of the mechanically exfoliated MoS$_2$ flake to microdisks of radius 3.8 μm. Replacing the source material for our 2D TMDC to CVD-grown MoS$_2$ from the Johnson Lab, we are no longer constrained by this
parameter. CVD-grown MoS$_2$ flakes are triangular or hexagonal flakes with edge lengths on the order of 10-20 μm per edge. In contrast, typical mechanically exfoliated MoS$_2$ flakes are rectangular in nature and on the order of 5 μm for the long dimension. Additionally, mechanically exfoliated monolayer MoS$_2$ typically is located in very close proximity to much thicker flakes and pieces. Because of the release of this spatial constraint, we can utilize microdisk of larger sizes to enhance the quality factor of the cavity mode resonances.

**Figure 5.8** Optical image of fabricated large-radius microdisks with transferred CVD-grown MoS$_2$ flakes. The sizes of the disks range from 5 to 50 μm in radius.

The method for fabrication of the larger radii MoS$_2$-coupled microdisk structures is the same as that outlined in the **Section 5.3**. The only difference to the fabrication method is the size of the disks patterned during e-beam lithography. **Figure 5.8** is an optical image of the fabricated microdisks with the transferred MoS$_2$ flakes; the radii
range from 5 to 50 μm. As with the smaller sized microdisks, the microdisk flake should be located near the edge of the microdisk and far enough away from the notch to prevent collection of the background PL at the notch. Because of the size and density of the MoS$_2$ flakes grown through CVD methods, the microdisks of 50 μm radius tend to be too large to fit this criterion.

Figure 5.9 shows the optical spectrum collected at the notch for a microdisk of $r = 10$ μm. The MoS$_2$ flakes on the microdisks were illuminated using a continuous wave $\lambda = 405$ nm diode laser. The laser was driven using a pulse generator with 750 ns pulses at a frequency of 100 kHz. The laser illumination was incident upon the MoS$_2$ flake directly while the illumination from the locality of the microdisk notch was collected by a spectrometer. In comparison to the smaller radii microdisks in CHAPTERS 3, 4, and Section 5.3, the free spectral range is much smaller and the quality factors for the resonant modes are in the 2000-3000 range. This quality factor is similar to those of other cavity-enhanced 2D TMDC work that claim lasing of their active material.$^{10}$ An exhaustive list of the spectra of different sized microdisk radius samples is listed in APPENDIX B.
Figure 5.9 Cavity mode emission from CVD-grown MoS$_2$ coupled to 10 μm radius microdisk cavities. The MoS$_2$ is excited by a 405 nm pulse driven laser diode at 100kHz with a 750 ns pulse width. The power incident at the flake is (a) 0.50 mW and (b) 6.07 mW.

A consequence of the larger quality factor can be seen in Figure 5.10. Sampling at a finer spectral resolution of the resonant modes around 685 nm, we can see that the individual resonant peaks are split into two peaks. This peak splitting is result of a degeneracy formed by breaking the symmetry in a axially symmetric WGM cavity. This occurs because of small imperfections in the fabrication process. The light circulating around the microdisk cavity counter-propagates in a left- or right-handed fashion. For truly axially symmetric cavities, this leads to identical conditions for each wave. However, the inclusion of the imperfections causes a small shift in the resonance condition for one propagation direction relative to the other. This leads to a splitting of the WGM peak into two discrete peaks. For low quality-factor cavities, this effect is not usually seen as the peaks cannot be resolved into two separate peaks. Because of the $Q = 2000$-3000 cavities, this splitting can be resolved.
Figure 5.10 Magnified view of the optical spectra of presented in Figure 5.9b taken with a higher resolution diffraction grating showing the peak splitting that occurs with the high-$Q$ cavity modes.

Figure 5.11a shows the cavity mode emission spectra at different excitation power, up to a maximum value of 6.07 mW of power. By tracking the intensity of a specific resonant mode, we can observe the changes to the emission intensity as a function of pump power. In Figure 5.11b-e, the resonant mode intensities at $\lambda = 675.9$ nm and $\lambda = 763.6$ nm can be seen tracked in both linear and logarithmic scales. As the excitation power increases, the output intensity does not respond in a linear fashion. The linear-scale tracking of the resonant modes show a kink-like behavior with multiple regimes of different linearity. These characteristics could be indicative of amplified stimulated emission or gain in the optical medium of this system. However, more optical pumping power needs to be applied to this system in order to fully investigate this. Our collaborator, Dr. Oulton at the Centre for Plasmonics and Metamaterials at Imperial College in London was able to investigate the effects of short pulse width, high-fluence pumping of the MoS$_2$ in these microdisks.
Figure 5.11 (a) Cavity-mode emission spectra of a 10 µm radius disk at different excitation power levels (in mW). Linear (a,d) and log-scale (c,e) measurement of the intensity vs pump power of the 675.9 nm and 763.6 nm resonant modes, respectively.

Microdisks of $r = 10$ µm were pumped with pulses of approximately 150 fs in duration at repetition rates of either 80 kHz, 800 kHz or 8 Mhz and at a wavelength of 480 nm. Specifically, this set of data is focused around investigation of sample 11 as denoted in APPENDIX B, however other samples were tested with similar results. The spot was defocused in order to illuminate the entire disk. Figure 5.12 shows the effect of increasing pump power on the spectra. Spectra were also normalized to the lowest power spectrum to see changes in the shape. While heating is associated with a red-shift in spectrum, this is not is seen with pulsed illumination. Instead, an overall blue-shift is arguably observed, possibly corresponding to state filling.
Figure 5.12 (a) Total emission and (b) emission normalized to the spectrum at 0.016 nJ pulse energy at an 8 MHz pulse repetition rate.

Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, and Figure 5.14 show the emission spectra produced by the microdisk at the various repetition rates. It also shows the emission spectra normalized to the spectrum at the lowest considered peak pulse power for each repetition rate. From these plots it is clear that the spectrum changes shape as the pulse power is increased, and emission is seen increasingly from the blue end of the spectrum, possibly from the A-exciton. Most importantly, the general spectral response does not change with decreasing repetition rate, indicating either that heating is minimal here, or that it is necessary to decrease the repetition rate to below 80 kHz.
Figure 5.13 (a) Total emission and (b) emission normalized to the spectrum at 0.017 nJ pulse energy at an 800 kHz pulse repetition rate.

Figure 5.14 (a) Total emission and (b) emission normalized to the spectrum at 0.06 nJ pulse energy at an 80 kHz pulse repetition rate.

Following these results, the aperture was closed around the notch to try and isolate emission from the microdisk notch. Here, repetition rates of 800 kHz and 8 Mhz were used and the power was varied all the way up to the maximum available. Figure 5.15 shows the integrated counts per pulse as the power varies; here it seems that the emission saturates at both repetition rates. The chosen repetition rate does seem to affect the saturation intensity suggesting that perhaps heating is limiting the emission. This
behavior was observed for multiple microdisks. The saturation power at the two different repetition rates were determined by fitting a curve given by:

\[ I = I_0 P / (1 + P / P_{sat}) \]

Here, \( I \) represents the intensity in counts per pulse, \( P \) is the pulse power and \( P_{sat} \) is the saturation power. At 80 kHz, \( P_0 = 0.13 \) nJ and at 8 MHz, \( P_0 = 0.053 \) nJ. Incidentally, saturation of the response is also a possible indication that state filling is occurring, explaining the observed blue-shift.

**Figure 5.15** Integrated intensity of emission from notch plotted against pulse power for repetition rates of 80 kHz and 8 MHz

The spectra measured via the aperture at the notch are plotted in **Figure 5.16a,b.** Following this the intensity of two of the peaks in the spectra were monitored as pulse power was varied, as plotted in **Figure 5.16c,d.** Again the emission seems to saturate as power is increased. The background spectral shape seems to be dependent on the notch position relative to MoS\(_2\) flakes. **Figure 5.17** shows an alternative spectrum, this time from a different \( r = 10 \) \( \mu \)m microdisk (Sample 3, **APPENDIX B**).
Figure 5.16 Emission spectra from notch for varying pulse power at repetition rates of (a) 8 MHz and (b) 800 kHz. Intensity of peak at (c) $\lambda = 759$ nm and (d) $\lambda = 847$ nm as incident pulse power is varied for both repetition rates of 8 MHz and 800 kHz.
Figure 5.17 Spectrum taken from the notch of a different $r = 10 \, \mu m$ microdisk using a pulse power of 0.25 nJ at a repetition rate of 800 kHz.

A more systematic study of these microdisks will need to be undertaken. Characterization of the effects of repetition rates and pulse power for different microdisks of different sizes should be completed to identify trends in the data. The next step would be repeating these experiments at cryogenic temperatures. Ye et al.\textsuperscript{12} has shown that going from 300 to 10 K, monolayer TMDC quantum yield increases by over an order of magnitude. Additionally, switching to another 2D TMDC, such as WS\textsubscript{2} which has a quantum yield almost two orders of magnitude larger than MoS\textsubscript{2}, could help improve the emission characteristics of these high-$Q$ microdisks.
5.5 Summary

The work reported in the preceding chapters has covered a large range of photonic applications involving 2D materials. Graphene, with its impermeability to sulfur-containing gaseous molecules, was shown to protect silver nanoantennas from environmental degradation. The use of silver as a plasmonic sensor material, which was once hindered by degradation, was enabled through the use of graphene. This method of passivation can be applied to both aluminum and copper nanoparticles as well, preventing buildup of surface oxides that would hinder the use of those materials for plasmonic applications. Additionally, graphene enabled the functionalization of the surface of the particles to van der Waals-based protein conjugation and allows for specific molecules to bind to the surface of the graphene. With its superior optical properties, silver is also a more promising material for sensing these biological molecules.

Molybdenum disulfide was utilized in both mechanically exfoliated as well as CVD-grown forms to produce optical microcavity structures. The luminescent properties of mechanically exfoliated material were able to be enhanced through the use of atomic layer deposition and subsequent chemical doping. The incorporation of MoS$_2$ into the microdisk structures allowed for the observation of spectrally sharp, tunable cavity-enhanced emission and a platform for biological sensing. Thermal stability of these optical cavities is of a concern with 2D TMDC materials and was thoroughly studied. Degradation of the 2D material through oxidation at elevated temperatures is the likely cause and was shown to be mitigated through the use of pulsed excitation. High-fluence pulsed excitation and the addition of larger, higher $Q$ microdisk cavities proved to show
interesting non-linear pump vs. emission behavior with possible signs state filling and population inversion.
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APPENDIX B: Catalog of Large-Radius MoS$_2$-Coupled Microdisk Samples

Sample Description

Top View

Side Cross-section View

MoS$_2$ Flake

Freestanding SiO$_2$

Microdisk Notch
Sample Spectra

- This spectra was taken from spatially isolating the notch area and spectrally filtering the excitation source.
- MoS$_2$ is illuminated on the opposite end of the microdisk.
  - Some samples may have MoS$_2$ flakes that are not perfectly opposite to the notch.

Notes:
- The best performance is when all of the MoS$_2$ on the disk is excited.
- Excitation of only a portion of the MoS$_2$ leads to absorption by the unexcited material and damped WGMs around the main MoS$_2$ PL peak.
- Performance can also vary between samples depending on the PL efficiency of the specific MoS$_2$ flake.
  - Performance i.e. contrast between PL and WGM peaks.

Chip 1
All microdisk notches at the bottom of the disks in this orientation
ID – jcr4-2-r5-01

Sample 08
5 μm Radius

ID – jcr4-2-r5-02

Sample 09
5 μm Radius
ID – jcr4-2-r10-02

Sample 12
10 μm Radius

ID – jcr4-2-r20-01

Sample 13
20 μm Radius
ID – jcr4-2-r20-02

Sample 14
20 μm Radius

ID – jcr4-2-r20-03

Sample 15
20 μm Radius
ID – jcr4-2-r20-06

Sample 18
20 μm Radius

ID – jcr4-2-r20-07

Sample 19
20 μm Radius
ID – jcr4-2-r20-10

Sample 22
20 μm Radius